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La Salle's President Emeritus reflects on
the changes and improvements that the
university has experienced duiing liis
36 years on campus
By BrotherDaniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.
^ olin Henr>' Newman described a university as "a
place which wins the admiration of the young by its
celebrity-, kindles the affection of the middle aged by its
beaut\\ and rivets the fidelity of the old by its associations."
The editor of lA SALLE evidently considers me riveted
sufficiently in my thirty-sLxth year at La Salle, for he's asked
me to share with you a look at some major developments
c)\'er that period.
Like the Church, a university is frequently in need
of change and refomi. Its ideals are so high that its means
to them must be frequently reassessed and adapted, its
personnel always urged to rededication—if its work is to
be even moderately effective. Let me draw some contrasts
between now and then in that process of change here,
over the last four decades. I'll deal with only three of
many possible themes: the general growth of La Salle; its
character as a church-related universirv'; its facults' and
.student cultures, that is, their general characteri.stics and
ways of functioning.
First, the matter of growth, physical and (Xherwi.se.
When I came to Li .Salle in the fall of 1957. the campus
occupied some 28 acres at 20th and OIney. There were six
main buildings and four domiiiories, recently built, that
accommodated 270 residents.
Today. 20th and Olney is .still the hub, but the
camjius .stretches in a diagonal band for almost a mile from
Linellev avenue to Church lane, a corritk)r of about 82
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acres. There arc now I4 domis and a
complex of 75 townhouses, all accom-
modating about 1 ,600 students. Twenty'
five other buildings dot the campLis
including a fine new library, a national
landmark home of the .-Vmerican
Colonial painter Charles Willson Peale, a
Japanese teahou.se. And there are 1,600
parking spaces. There are also off-
campus sites for several programs. If
you have visited recently, I think you
will have seen that all these spaces on
the main campus have coalesced o\ er
the years into a ver>' functional and
handsome place indeed.
If the physical expansion of the
university has proceeded consistently in
several phases, enrollment has been a
mixed development. There has been a
peaking and decline in full-time under-
graduates, the pool of 18 year-olds in
southeastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey having dipped about 40%
since the 1960s. This drop has been
off-set by a rise in graduate and other
programs so that total enrollment last
year was 5920 compared to, perhaps,
3,500 in 1957. Then the all- male
student body numbered 1920 in the
"Day Division," with a faculty of 109. a
roster of 150 courses in 22 departments
In the "Evening Division," (ncjw the
School of Continuing Studies) there vvas
an enrollment of about 1,600, with a
faculty of 1 10 in 10 departments and
programs offering 1 19 courses. There
were about 40 students in a small
graduate program of religious studies.
Corresponding figures for full-time
undergraduates today are that 285
faculty offer 348 courses in 35 majors,
many of which have .several different
tracks and related minor programs.
There has been similar growth in the
,School of Continuing ,Studies, in our sL\
graduate programs, and our new School
of Nursing. The figures indicate,
however, not simply numerical growth,
but also increasing specialization and a
much broader range of options. The
At is not a question
ofthe subject-matter
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modern explosion of infomiation has
challenged us to sort out what will be
the e.s.sential intellectual equipment that
our students will need as they enter the
future.
With a much larger campus,
increased services for students, espe-
cially residents, larger academic,
.student affairs, athletic and other
programs—and a daunting increase of
government red- tape—there has been
a parallel growth of staff. The total
personnel in faculties, .staff, and
administration is now 1150.
A more important aspect of
growth was the move frcjm college to
university status in 1984. That step
came only after a review by the
Commonwealth of our exi.sting prcjfes-
sional and graduate prcigrams, of library
resources and faculty potential. So the
change was not simply a matter of "title
enhancement," as it .sometimes tends to
be. But neither did it catapult us into
the ranks of larger uni\'ersities with an
array of Ph.D. programs and extensi\e
research. Rather it left us in the middle
ground between that kind of university
and the college devoted solely to
undergraduate education. Our graduate
programs to date have been largely
service oriented ("to support the career
aspirations of students and meet the
needs of society," says our current
mission statement); our primary concern
is still with e.xcellent teaching, though
faculty research grows apace.
Graduate programs will doubt-
less multiply in the future. To guide that
process will require serious planning
and a vision of what we want to be in
twenty or thirty' years—hopefully a solid
academic institution in the distinguished
tradition of universities since the Middle
Ages. My own hopes are that there will
be good alumni input into such plan-
ning; that a "service" orientation in new
programs will not be confused with
(often short-lived) marketability; that
research will maintain a proper balance
with teaching; and that doctoral pro-
grams will not be attempted until
research and other resources are clearly
in hand.
In the lyrics of
its "Alma Mater" song. La Salle is praised
as a "fortress of faith in our God and our
land." That line might have had more
rhyme and reason in the middle years of
the century' than it does now. In those
years we enjoyed a more unifonn and
stable culture in both church and
society, if also an odd mLxture of
minority diffidence and religious
certitude. Since then American Catholics
have become the largest branch of the
Christian church in our country, larger
than the nexl three Protestant groups
combined. Though we had taken initial
.steps at that lime, we are no longer the
largely immigrant group moving toward
the American dream of economic
,securit\'. Hxcejit for .•Mrican-.'Xmerican
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Brother Burke chaired the
planning committee for
the new $1 1 million
Connelly Library (back-
ground) that opened in
1988.
Catholics and our newest immigrant
groups—all of whom deserve more
support from us—we can be said to
have arrived; we hulk large in the
middle- and upper-middle class.
In recent decades, there has
also been the "opening of windows" by
the Second Vatican Council on one
hand, and, of the other, ironically, the
stirring of noxious currents in the social
atmosphere by a divisive war, racial
tensions, debt and recession, rising rates
( )f divorce and abortion—and, in the
media, a blossoming of a more intense
consumerism, "me-ism," and sexual
pemiissiveness. These social dysfimc-
tions have had clearly negative effects
on family values and on the balance of
individual liberty and responsibility, a
lialance so crucial to any community at
its best, including a university.
In the midst of these social
changes, the call from the Council to
personal responsibility' (as opposed to
brimstone and decree) in deepening
religious conviction and practice; its
wise integrations of the traditional and
the new; its meditation, for example, on
the character of the church or the nature
of the informed conscience—all get less
than careful reading, clear understand-
ing, or hearty acceptance. Whether in
family, parish, or school, indeed, we
have seen a growing eclecticism,
division between left and right—and
declining practice.
What has all of this meant for a
university that .still claims a church-
relationship and spon.sorship of the
Christian Brothers? Paradoxically, some
major public and private universities
have been reviewing their functions as
moral educators, just when some
Catholic universities .seem to be shed-
ding them. But while intellectual
tomiation is gi\en primacy in any
institution of higher learning, there must
be room, e\en in the most highly
.scientized, for other values. Here our
catalogue still describes a program that
"involves a body of knowledge about
the univer.se; about people—their
nature, behavior, and values; about
God." It indicates that the University
"urges saidents to ccmfront the ultimate
que.stions of human experience: who
they are; where their destiny lies; how
they are to reach it?" Not that we can
say we have always found the best
instalments for real education in these
matters—or the proper ecumenical
ground on which our more diverse
faculty and students can meet on these
i.ssues. I think it fair to .say, however.
that the "fortress" mentality faded .some
time ago to be replaced by something
more akin to the "welcoming inn."
It is important to keep that
space even though we know, as sociolo-
gists have been telling us for some time,
that educational iastitutions run some
distance behind family, media, and
peers as influences on character and
moral life. Without some priority' for this
area of education, however, the univer-
sity l')ecomes less than human, a bloat-
ing of the intellect and a shrinking of the
heart, only nominally either Catholic or
Lasallian.













I think our efforts to maintain a
concern for religious and moral values
continue to have some success, certainly
more than in the larger, impersonal
universities. The sense of community is
still the keynote sounded by almost all
students in their reactions to La Salle.
Precisely that, together with a lively
campus ministry, the growth in volun-
teer service, a long-mnning series of
faculty seminars on "The University as
Catholic" (that should be continued with
more student participants), the
mentoring of individuals that still goes
on—all are healthy signs. Together
with substantial religion and philosophy
courses (though considerably reduced
in number from the early '60s), students
still get help and direction in this
academic "inn" for a pilgrimage which,
from a religious point of view, has had
some disconcerting detours in recent
years.
. . /There is no
situation ^ said Newman, "which
combines respectability with lightness of
responsibility and labour so happily as
the office of a professor." While he
later wrote the classic on the nature and
purposes of the University, I doubt
much that Newman could imagine the
difference between the 19th century
Oxford don that he himself was and the
20th centur>' professor of an urban,
nuiltipurpose uni\ersity.
When 1 arrived at La Salle in
the fall of 1957, for example, I was
given a roster of five different courses
for each of the following semesters, was
asked to be moderator of the Collegia)]
and ser\'e on a committee or two.
While the elements of a new instructor's
assignments may differ today, the total
"load" is similar. The number of
LA SALLE
courses (now four, usually with sc^me
repeats) and of saidents assigned has
been reduced. But the requirements for
publication have been raised, committee
work expanded, and the challenges of
teaching the "television generations
"
heightened.
The faculty today is somewhat
grayer and certainly more diverse than
when I joined it, beginning with the
happy presence of some 60 women.
There is more ethnic and national
diversity, more diversity- in educational
backgrounds. There were 34 Christian
Brothers in the faculty- and administra-
tion then; there are 28 now. The
notable presence of the Dominican
Order over the years has been reduced,
but there are still a number of clerics
and nuns on the faculty and staff. The
faculty- now is also better credentialed.
In 1957 about 40% held the doctorate,
the national average at the time; today,
the number is 82%.
Perhaps the easiest way of
describing changes in faculty- life is to
speak in temis of "vocation," "profes-
sion" and "career." I want, that is, to
adopt these familiar terms to describe
different pressures and responses in
what, for the conscientious teacher at
least, is still a 50-60 hour work-week.
"Vocation" speaks to dedication to
students in teaching and advising, in
concern for and availability- to them. It's
fair to say that we continue to get as
high marks in these matters from current
students as from earlier classes. "Profes-
sion" suggests not only expertise and the
work of deepening the learning we try-
to hand on to students, but also the
sharing of new knowledge with col-
leagues in lectures, articles, and books,
for the advancement of the field. In
these matters there has been significant
'T„
growth, perhaps three times the number
of books and substantial articles pub-
lished last year, for example, compared
to 1957—some of them receiving
national attention. But the balance of
scholarship with teaching, as I've already
indicated, is difficult. As I mentioned,
too, in an article here in 1970, it is a
challenge to do significant work in
fields where knowledge is now acceler-
ating at a fantastic rate:
Failure here is reflected in the
constantly growing heap of trivial
scholarship, of work that gives
little indication that the discipline
knows what is important for itself
or the .students it attempts to
train. I think one of the first
responsibilities the teacher has is
to demonstrate to the younger
mind that he has shouldered the
task which the discipline is
attempting, that she is concerned
for the significant and important
questions relevant to the disci-
pline in purely .scholarly and
academic temis.
And a further complicating
factor for "pure" and teaching- related
scholarship is a requirement for publica-
tion in the criteria for promotion and
tenure; the rule of "publish or perish"
.still operates in a few cases. More often,
for promcjtion, it is a matter of "publish
or wait".
But on the positive side, it must
be said that the uni\'ersity has over the
\ears recognized that the most important
capital it can draw upon is the intellec-
tual resources c^f the faculty'; it has
invested heavily in their development.
The two grants its sabbatical program








that they will do
as well as their
parents."
or eight now and have been supple-
mented with some fort>' shorter (typi-
cally summer) grants—in addition to
support from outside sources. And in
recent years there have been ver>'
enriching seminars for di\erse groups ot
faculty.
The basic thrust of "career" is
upvvard movement, the improvement of
salary and other provisions for profes-
sional workers and their families. In
1959, a faculty committee was estab-
lished here (now the Faculty Affairs
Planning Committee) to advise the
administration in these matters; their
recommendations have usually been
adopted. A wider based Faculty Senate,
established in 1969, reviews all policies
affecting the faculty and helps to insure
prudent and just resolutions of career
issues, as well as other more general
issues in the University. It could be a
good forum to monitor the difficult
balance of our responsibilities and
rights, as well as the imbalances that, in
recent years, have sometimes weak-
ened the high degree of trust and
esteem which other professionals,
lawyers and doctors especially, tradi-
tionally enjoyed.
If the faculties
r\e just described are in\olved in a
rather intense juggling game, their
.students face a similar challenge. Tlie
all-male undergrads of 1957 came from
a relatively tranquil society. They
kne'w they were upwardly mobile, and
they had good career prospects. In the
following spring, the senior class
dedicated the yearbook to their
parents. The opening pages featured
symbols of what the graduates them-
selves were looking forward to:
entwined wedding-rings and a ranch-
style home that might have been in
Levitto'wn, Nev.' Jersey.
Today's saidents have a less
defined picture of v>'hat they aspire to
and reduced expectations that they Vv'ill
do as well as their parents. Tlie picaire
of their present is not ver\' cheery'
either—in much steeper costs, for
example. For residents last year,
annual costs for tuition, room, and
board were in the range of Sl6,000; in
the simpler but palmier days of 1957,
they were only SI,320—in real dollars,
of course. Not surprisingly, about 75%
of current students ha\'e some fomi of
financial aid, and, among commuters
especially, a high percentage v.'ork.
Given these circumstances, I
find it surprising that current students
are as upbeat as they are. A number
show the effects of the problematic
social conditions I mentioned earlier














predecessors; others seem less prepared
l:>y their earlier schooling and are more
passive in the classroom. But they are
generally earnest, many what we used
to call hard- nosed—and they are
pleasant to deal with.
Since the mid-60s, we've been
asking students io rank four .statements
about college education that might
reflect their own philo.sophies and major
interests. The first .statement gi\cs
highe.st priority to occupatknial ciiicl
career training. In recent years, the
percentage of freshmen choosing that as
their highest priority has dipped fnim
the mid 20's to the mid-teens, perhajis
because there is now less clarity abotit
what occupation a graduate will
c\entLially wind up in.
The academic priority—an
interest in developing intellectual
aliilities, enjoyment of study itself—runs
behind the occupational in mo.st years
but pulled slightly ahead in the la.st
stati.stics. The substantial percentages
choosing the academic as a top priority
suggest an interest in further study, and
indeed a continuing national study
indicates that La Salle is in the top ^"o of
colleges and small universities in
producing luturc Ph.D's.
What has had veiy few takers
iner the years has been the individual-
istic searcher philosophy, one that
implies the rejection of commonly held
values and the search for one's own.
But the consistent majority choice,
reaching new highs recently in the 6()'K)
range, is what can be called the hal-
anced hut socially active philosophy:
This philosophy holds that besides
occupational training and/or
scholarly endeavor an important
part of college life exists outside
the classroom, laboratory, and
library. Extracurricular activities,
living-group functic^ns, athletics,
social life, rewarding friendships,
and loyalty to college traditions are
impc:)rtant elements in one's college
experience and necessary' to the
cultivation of the well-rounded
person. This philosophy empha-
sizes the importance of the extra-
curricular side of college life, while
not excluding academic activities.
Most people would favor being
well-rounded, but the balancing act
required here does not always work out
successfully. The new student's first
semester may sometimes reflect too
closely the emphasis given by the
statement to social activity versus
vocational preparation and academic
applicatit^n—and things go awry.
Redre.ss has been sought in a program
begun .several years ago of "Freshman
^'ear Experience." Students ha\e an
additional hour each week in a semester
course to deepen .study skills and to
familiarize themsleves better with
academic and other resotirces on
campus. What has gone by the board
—
antl might be worth reexamining—are
iv.strictions during the freshman year on
fraternity pledging and club member-
ship.
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when he is not teach-







Brother Burke was the
driving force behind




and sculpture of the
Western tradition
offered by a college
museum in the
Philadelphia area.
It opened in 1 976.
Aside from the generally
beneficent effects of the move to
coeducation (1967 in the Evening
Division, 1970 in the Day), probably the
most important changes in .student life
in tlie last 20-some years have been the
result of the 26th Amendment to the
United States Coastitution: "The right of
citizens of the United States, who are 18
years old..., to vote shall not be denied
or abridged..." It's not that the campus
iiecame a cauldron of political activity
after 1971 or that hordes c^f students
actually began to vote. It is rather, that
the rights of legal adulthood implied in
the amendment have ^iped out the
"parental " relationship of the university
to its students. That .students can expect
a legal right to privacy or strict due
proce.ss in any regulation is certainly in
order. But the legal framework itself is
not always helpful in the effort to bring
students to actual psychological maturity
or adult resptjnsibility. Such legalism
does not preclude, however, what
seems even more important for us
faculty now, the development of a
keener, morally infomied language in
our exchanges with students about the
ultimate questions of life and happi-
nes.s—and, at the practical level, a
closer cooperation between the faculty
and .student affairs .staff in dealing with
these broader educational i.ssues.
Finally, as we prepare for tuir
futtire as a imiversity, nc^hing may lie
more impcjrtant than strengthening the
foimdations of our central work of
learning, teaching, and re.search. For
that purpo.se. we could do no better
than attempt to live more vividly and
coherently in the liberal arts tradition
we claim. For Newman, who renewed
the vitality of that tradition in the 19th
century, it was not a question of the
subject-matter om: might study in a
literature or philo.sophy course, but of
the i>itellectiial skills ihM a .student can
develop in any major, whether ac-
counting, nursing, language, or art
hi.story. It is the.se foundational skills
that our catalogue speaks of as
learning "to observe reality with
precision, judge events and opinions
critically, think logically, communi-
cate effectively, and sharpen aesthetic
perception." And for such skills to
develop more effectively we may
need a better forum of campus
discussion then we've sometimes had
for "a free search for the truth." A
university, said the saintly Cardinal
Newman, "is a place where inquiiy is
pushed forward, and discoveries
verified and perfected, and rashness
rendered innocuous and error
exposed, by the collision of mind
with mind, and knowledge with
knowledge...." May it be .so.
Brother Daniel Burke, who
hotels bachelor's, master's. a?ul Pb D
clegnvsftx>m The Catholic University
ofAmerica, served as La Salle's 25th
Im-sidentfrom 1969 to 1977.





La Salle's new provost
offers a plan of action
to help the university
reaffirm its values
By Dr. Daniel C Pantaleo
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0,ne of my colleagues on the
faculty is fond of saying that he
has the best job in the world. "I
get to teach bright students who
not only listen but take notes," he
is quick to explain. "And I get to
talk about what I really enjoy - my
discipline." 1 feel very much like
that faculty member I am part of
a special environment where 1
" just feel right" about being here.
HjN'ing conic from a
high .school and college experience
in the Christian Bnjther.s' tradition at
Manhattan College High School and
Manhattan College I continued my
graduate education at Emory Univer-
sity, also a private institution. These
institutions have similar environment.s
even though they differ in the type of
creed with which they are affiliated
and the extent to which the presence
( )l that creed is perceived on the
respective campuses. Describe them
as reflective, academically insightful,
clearly dedicated to intellectual
growth, or simply as purpo.seful but
their en\ironments are similar. And
the only ones I knew!
My career choites ho\\e\er
lead me into public higher education.
I accepted m>' first post for the
challenge of being the only chemistry
faculry member at a brand new-
institution in a geographical region
which had a need to have education
reach more of their voung (and
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older) people. I will confess, remcned
now from the experience by intei^ven-
ing years, to the enthusiasm of the
mi.ssionary spirit experienced when I
saw a light go on inside the head of
one of my older students as he ex-
claimed out loud in cla.ss, "Oh, hell
\ean!". He now holds a phamiacy
degree and is head of the phamiacy
unit in a airal regional hospital in
Georgia.
Bi.it from the vantage point of
twenty three years as a faculty member
or academic administrator in four
public institutions and through my
present La Salle lenses, 1 have discov-
ered something about my work that
was always there. While it was never
as clear to me as it is now, I was
approaching my responsibilities and
charting initiatives which v\ere much
more conscjnant with and a result of
my pri\ ate education rcx^ts than
neces.sarily resonated with the public
in.stitutions at which I .sened. In many
situations the initiatives still "flew" and
"W.'e must treasure and promote
in the finest spirit of the La Sallian
tradition—the value of diversity in
higher education."
progress was cliailccl. And while the
"culture" into which these initiati\es
were birthed was able to stipport them.
I seem to ha\e been projecting on these
institutions certain personal assumptions
which were not necessarily a part ot the
culture of the instilution.
So why is it that I can come to
this campus and feel comfortable in
understanding La Salle's cherished
culture and unicjue envirt^nment? Why-
is it that 1 express the same comment as
that of the faculty member who I cited
earlier? It seems to me that a large part
of the answer is a shared experience.
It's those same asstimptions that I made
about other campuses because I had
kncjwn no others. Those assumptions
and \^alues ring taie here and have been
experienced and are shared by others.
The shared experience is the presence
of the Christian Brothers. More preciseh'.
it is the human and caring environment
that their philosophy of education
generates together with their example ol
sersice to God and man which gener-
ates the educational en\ironment .so
many of us on this campus ha\e
experienced.
klentifsing this common thread
worries nie almo.st as much as it gives
me satisfaction. Finding the environ-
ment which I experienced in my
educational background where similar
\alues are practiced brings, perhaps, a
"false feeling " of shared vision. "With the
limited pre.sence of the Brothers, fewer
of the new faculty have directly experi-
enced a I.a Salle education. Moreover.
many of our faculty- with that shared
experience are now approaching
retirement. How do v^e assure a
common \-ision which at the same time
embraces and promotes those .same
xalue.s?
We ought not be intimidated
by this challenge. A distinctive future
can be assured as long as w^e continue
to work from the .strengths demon-
strated cn-er La Salle's 130 year histoi-y.
The values are adopted by those who
come without the shared experience
for they construct a compelling en\-i-
ronn-ient. And while the values
continue to take on different fonns,
they endure and promulgate La Salle s
distinctiveness.
Achieving distinctiveness
means accomplishing both "being
distinguishable from all others" and
demonstrating excellence or emi-
nence."" These t\vo definitions ot the
same tenn should both be our con-
scious gcxils as a part of our La Salle
\ ision.
^'ou may have heard of or
read the lxH)k. Zen and A>i of.Motor-
cycle Mai)ite)uiuce by Robert Pirsig,
w ho has since written a sequel, Likt.
In Lila, Pirsig considers the con.stmc-
tion of a metaphysic for quality-. Pirsig
posits that quality is a predefinitional
experience. An experience to which,
afterward, the observer attributes
n-ieasures in an attempt to define the
experience. The purpo.se being to









Dr. Pantaleo at his desk in the
university's Administrative Center
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That is what we are precisely
about at La Salle. We must continually
\alue those characteristics which make
Lit Salle a quality experience to our
students and to us as individuals and
therefore as community. We must be
continually xigilant about these charac-
teristics which describe a quality
experience. To value them and to be
vigilant about them, we must know
them. The characteristics of community,
personal attention, care about the
indi\idual person are marks of our
environment at La Salle. These are
made more cogent when they are
cciuched in the values I described
earlier.
To accomplish our
vision how shall we pro
ceed? At this point in my
tenure it wcjuld be presump-
tions, arrogant and in.sensi-
ti\e of La Salle's rich history
c )f me to establish an action
agenda characterized by
personal desires, detailed
direction and micro manage-
ment. Certainly I v* ill
continue to support the
primacy of excellence in
teaching and enhance as




There are in my thinking
however clear and important academic
banners which I believe we should
rai.se for our university. The.se can
serve as rallying points for us and from
which external constituencies w^ill take
note of La Salle's progress. Let me
share with you my thoughts on foLir
Banners for Action.
"
First we must treasure and
promote in the finest spirit of tfie
I^ Sallian tradition - the value of
diversity in higher education.
We must continue to bring
global reality to the curriculum experi-
ence. As the work of several faculty
has raised our campus consciousness
on this i.s.sue, we will continue to
enhance existing relationships in
Europe such as our traditionally years
of study in Switzerland and Spain. In
addition, we will actively pursue
e.xciting educational opportunities with
our new linkage with the Christian
Brothers in Venezuela. There we \\ ill
be assisting the Brothers in the design
of an entire university, its facilities, and
curriculum. Hopefully, this will be an
enduring relationship because it
in\oKes the exciting prospect of
service and progressive leadership" we
must vigorously recommit ourselves to
the institution's fir.st .stated goal, "... to
recruit and maintain a distinguished
faculty with diverse educational and
ethnic backgrounds as guided by the
principles of equal opportunity and
affirmative action..." It is absolutely
necessary and demanding of OLir
attention and immediate action that vie
bring into our La Salle family an increas-
ing number of representatives of
minorits' ethnic backgrounds.
A .second banner can, I believe,
establish our eminence among institu-
tions of our type.
"IIt is a goal that is in our grasp to have
a student from a single workstation prepare
a document or presentation which includes
text, sound, and video formats."
exposing our facility and students to
the \alues and lifesuies of another
CLilture.
(Closer to home oLir students
should become increasingly invoKed in
the community in which La Salle exists.
The value of such ".service learning"
involvement is best reinforced if the
experience is some part of their
acack-inic experience,
,'\lso, it we are to prepare our
students, as the wortis of our mission
statement indicate, "for informed
We will enthusiastically
and clearly articulate
the goals of and boldly
pronounce the vibrant
value of the general
education and liberal




been active this year in
carefully defining the
values of our general
education experience.
These .statements can
seive as a mirror for
ourseh'es and as a beacon
for other.^
Our students face tremendous
challenges. .Students who graduate from
colleges and universities in the mid to
late 1990s can expect to change their
careers bet^'een four and seven times
during the counse of their work life. In
addition, even in a moderately technical
major, one half of the technical informa-
tion that a student obtains in college is
outdated in ten years. Why go to
college in the first place? How will they
be prepared for these changes?
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Dr. Pantaleo is a former
Fulbright Scholar attached to
the Science Education Center
at the University of the
Philippines. A specialist in






thc\' learn in all
their non-major
coi.ir.se,s as well as
the courses in their
major field of study that prepare them
for career changes and replenishment of
eroded information. It is the enduring
value of the arts and humanities taught
well which bring the richness and
fullness to their lives and the lives of
those they touch. It is the very thinking
and analytical skills learned in their core
general education courses and the desire
to recreate the joy of learning that will
enable these challenges to be succes.s-
fully met.
A third banner recognizes a
need to consider achieving the goals of
the core program in a new way.
We will be making a focused
effort to develop the support system
which will provide students the
knowledge of technology based
information sources available and
the training to manage that informa-
tion to their purposes.
The explosion of infomiation,
particularly infomiation available
thrcuigh techncilogical formats, necessi-
tates that La Salle prepare its graduates
to be facile in accessing and managing
such infomiation resources. It is a goal
that is in our grasp to ha\e a student
from a single workstation prepare a
document or presentation which
includes text, sound, and video foniiats.
This will give our graduates a distinctive
advantage in the future: the ability to
prepare powerful presentations in
whatever field of graduate study or
profession they select. More impor-
tantly, through such an effort we can
also accomplish the crow-ning achieve-
ment of preparing our students as self
directed and independent learners.
Finally I propo.se a Banner for Action
Vthich follows immediately upon
promoting and refining our core general
education program:
We will engage students in the
teaching and learning process by
building upon our technical infra-
strucmre and by identifying and
supporting faculty champions whose
innovative and fertile minds encour-
aged by existing advancements in
instructional technologies can
establish La Salle as a leader in
innovative instructional methodolo-
gies.
While the previous banner
focu.ses on preparing La Salle graduates
with the skills to retrieve and manage
infomiation, technology can ha\'e
another very significant presence in our
academic community. Our campaign to
establish a facility in which we will
explore and promulgate innovative
methodologies and technologies for
teaching science and mathematics
should be only a sign or symbol for the
use of these methodologies for all of our
disciplines. Applying technology not as
a "gimmick" but as a process of engag-
ing students in the learning process can
only serve to enhance the reputation for
quality teaching which La Salle already
justifiably possesses in abundance.
The.se four gathering points can
.serve all of us in establishing involve-
ment. They provide an initial course of
interest and action.
Why does La Salle exist? To get
jobs for our students? No! To borrow a
phrase from the young people of today,
they are here to "Get a life!" To lia\e
their values confirmed through inquiry -
yet to be aware and knowledgeable of
the basis for the values of others. As
Jacob Brownowski charged in his series,
"The Ascent of Man." we must touch
people! ^H









Liuinihcr of La Salic l'ni\crsity sluclents thcsL' days are reading
fiction |-i\ ^'asunari instead of Hemingway; analyzing the corporate saga of
Tohatsu instead of General Motors; translating Japanese literature instead of
studying conversational Spanish, or taking an Honors course in Chcido instead
of Modern Religious Thought.
It's all part of La Salle's unique new Japan Center being developed by Eric
Sackheim, the university's Executive-in-Residence, whose career includes more
than 30 years of international experience in senior marketing and management
roles for LLS. "Ft^rtune 100" companies, mo.stly in Japan and the Pacific Rim.
La Salle, in fact, is believed to be the only Catholic university in the nation
placing a major academic focus on Japan. It is certainly one of the few
institutions anywhere that combines an understanding of Japanese business
practices with an awareness of that nation's language, history, religion, and
culture.
The uni\ersit\' currently offers courses in Japanese art, business, culture,
hi.ston,', language, and literaaire as well as honors, graduate, and continuing
education ccuirses in the Japanese Tea Ceremony. Japan is also featured
prominently in a number of other academic courses available at La Salle.
Sackheim, who first went to Japan on a Fulbright grant, spent most of his time
there as an executive with Scott Paper Company and 'Westinghouse. He taught
the Japanese Business course to 17 junior and senior management and
marketing majors last fall. There was no textbook, he says, because there is no
textbook for such a course. Instead he relied on his own personal experience
as well of that of other American businessmen in Japan.
"As an academic subject we were inventing it as we went along," explained
Sackheim. "'We covered a full-range of subjects including corporate organiza-
tion, marketing, manufacturing, investment, and other financial consider-
ations."
In the final segment, Sackheim anah'zed the succe.s.ses and failures of .Ameri-
can companies attempting to do business with Japan. "That will probably turn
out to be the mo.st relevant part of the course for the students as their careers
unfold in the future," he explained.
La Salle stLidents also study the differences between Japanese and ^'estern
corporate theories and analyze possible strategies for successful business
operation in the context of these differences. They learn, for example, htjw
Honda's dominant position in the world's motorcycle market came at the
expense of the now largely-forgotten Tohatsu Company whose market share,
profitability, and financial condition had been vastly superior to Honda's
before 19St. A variety of specific strategies led to that turnaround.
As far as Sackheim is concerned, "it is not only interesting to otter such
courses, it's actually a matter of sun i\al in today's world " to dexelop the skills
to be effective hu.siness-wi.se in Japan.
"There's no cjuestion about it," .said the fomier Fulbright Scholar in Asian
literature. 'Japan is America's largest CListomer, our biggest business competi-
tor, and most important partner. But for a variety of reasons, American compa-
nies have not done a very good job of exploiting the Japanese market. They
either haven't felt that it was worth the effort or have been put off by the
iTMiKjred difficulties. At any rate, they generally ha\en't appreciated the \'alue
of hiring or developing people with the recjuisite skills tor operating in the
|ap;inese context.
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"Many experts have predicted
that the Pacific will replace the
Atlantic as the world's primary
economic and cultural crossroad
by the 21st century."
Sackheim, shown here displaying some ot
the literary works from his vast collection, ran
an international publishing venture that played
a major role in introducing Japanese culture to
the west.
I.a Salle became the first institution in
the I'ast—and one of only a handful in
the I 'nited States—to offer courses in
the traditional Japanese Tea Ceremony
in 1987 when its Tea Ceremony House
was dedicated on the historic Belfield
Hstate portion of its campus. La Salle is
an official branch of Ura.senke. the
Japanese Tea Ceremony School that
originated in Kyoto, Japan where
(.'hdc/o. or "the way of the tea." is
jierfected.
Satkheim hopes to see La Salle recmit
more Ja[xme,se .students and has plans
to add further undergraduate and
graduate le\el programs on Asia and
Japan. He is also encouraging exchange
opportunities for students and faculty
from La Salle who want to visit and
study in Kast Asia, as well as more
\isiting lecturers, exhibits, and theatrical
perfomiances from that part of the
world to La .Salle's campus. The univer-
sity now otters a minor academic course
in .\sian Studies.
While he was living and working in
Japan. Sackheim spent his e\enings and
weekends runnine a one-man interna-
tional publishing venture, called
Miishiiisba. that played a major role in
introducing Japanese culture to the
west. From 1966 thrtuigh 1988, he
personally edited, designed, and
coordinated the production of dozens of
literary manuscripts (mo.stly translations)
submitted by scholars from around the
world. In addition to Japanese and
("hinese works, he published works
translated from French, Pemvian
Spanish. Brazilian Portuguese, Ki.swahili,
and even a couple of native American
languages. The books were primarily-
sold in the United States, where they
were widely and favorably reviewed
(the Saturday Review, for example,
referred to the "...unobtaisi\e excellence
ot book making characteristic of
.Mushinsha books.')
Ironically, the gradual .strengthening of
the Japanese yen led to greatly reduced
activity- on the part of Mushiiixha: w hen
the venture began, the U.S.-Japan
exchange rate was 360 yen to the dollar,
but by 1988 the yen had strengthened
to 120 to the ckillar, and Sackhein-i's
publishing enterprise was no longer
financiallv \iable becau.se sales in the
US, could no longer cover co.sts in
Japan.
Sackhein-i notes that Asian Studies are
important not only to La Salle but to the
world. "Asia occupies about IS per
cent of the world's land surface but
accounts for more than half of its
population," he explained. 'It produces
roughly one-quarter of the w-orld's gro.ss
domestic product, and boasts se\'eral of
the strongest and most rapidly growing
national economies; many experts have
predicted that the Pacific will replace
the Atlantic as the world's primary-
economic and cultural crossroad by the
21.st century." In addition, he .said, the
region is hi.storically home to several of
the worid's m<wt important cultural,
religioLis. literaiy. and artistic traditions.
Ut Salle's F,xecutive-in-Residence
position, which Sackheim has held since
1991, was first e.siablished in 1981. and
serves as the universiry's liaison with the
ckime.stic and international business
community, and also acts in an advi.sory
role with faculty, .students, and pro
grams of the .School of Business
.administration.
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A Philadelphia Area First
f.i Salic Lniwrsiiy will be
ilic first institution of higher education
in the I'hiladelphia area—and one of
only a handful in the nation— to offer
an associate degree program in \\ hieh
the majorir\- of courses will be taught in
Spanish, it was announced by Brother
Pi-esident Joseph F. Burke. F.S.C.. Ph.D.
All of the courses leading to the
associate liberal arts degree will be
offered in afternoons and evenings
beginning in September at La Salle
rni\ersir\'s main campus at 1900 W.
01ne\ a\ e.
ilntitled •BrSCA," the Sp.inish
word for "quest." the Bilingual I'neler-
graduate Studies for Collegiate Athance-
ment program will be comprised of 20
courses. Twelve of them will be taught
in Spanish, four in "Englisli as a Second
Language," and four in English. The
courses taught in Spanish will be
offered in such areas as hi.story. sociol-
ogy, religion, and science.
"Througli this program, mem-
bers of the Latino community will be
aiile to continue the cc5gniii\e learning
process in their first language while
mastering their English language skills."
said Dr. Glenda Kuhl. dean of the
university's School of Continuing
Studies. "It will provide both a climate
and a program in which the learning of
content and the learning of I'nglish can
take lilac e simultaneously."
Dr. Kuhl said that La Salle is
institming the tinique program in order
to better meet the educational needs of
the Latino community.
.According to 1990 census data,
the Latino community within the
Philadelphia area totals 150.000 with
another 52,000 living in surrounding
counties. .Some 35.5% of the .students
enrolled in the public school system in
Reading are Latino: 26.6 per cent in
.Mlentown. and almost 10 per tent in
Philadelphia
La Salle Unveils Unique Program
in Which Majority of Courses Are
Taught in Spanish
Philadelphia City Councilman Angel Ortiz (left) and Deputy
Mayor Benjamin Ramos (nght) joined La Salle's Dean Glenda
Kuhl and Dr. Leonard Brownstein in announcing the new
"BUSCA" program.
"The best way that this minoriU'
group can succeed and advance in an
Lirban culture is through education."
explained Dr. Kuhl. "Career opportuni-
ties exist. There is an urgent need for
S|ianish teachers, bilingual teachers,
social workers, and many other urban
professionals who sene the Latino
community."
.\n extensive range of bilingtial
support .seivices will be made available.
Students will be tested to detennine
their best learning level for "English as a
Second Language" courses. They will
also be encouraged to continue on in
pursuit of a bachelors degree. The four
courses in English taken at the end of
the as.sociate program, in fad. could be
electives in a planned m.ijor field of
study.
Dr. Leonard Brown.stein,
director of the uni\ersity's Graduate
Program in Bilingual Bicultural Studies
(Sjianish). said that he "has dreamt of
doing this at La .Salle for many years
because only a few colleges and
universities offer similar programs,"
mo.st of them in Florid.i ,ind the south-
western United Stales.
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Peter Boyle (right) duri
La Salle's 130th com-
mencement. c
ctor Peter Boyle, '57,
was lionoivcl along with one ot .South
Anicrica'.s nio.st rcspectuci .scientific and
c'ciiicational leaders and a local college
president at La Salle University's 130th
commencement on May 16 at the
Philadelphia Civic Center/Convention
Hall.
Boyle joined Hemiano Gines (Dr. Pablo
.Mandazen Soto), a Christian Brother
from Spain who has founded 14 differ-
ent educationally related institutions in
Venezuela, and Sister Isabelle Kei.ss,
R.S.M., the outgoing president of
Gwynecid-Mercy College, in receiving
honorary doctor of humane letters
degrees.
Brother President Joseph F. Burke,
F.S.C., Ph.D., presiding at his first
commencement, awarded a total of
1,387 undergnKlu.ite ani.1 graduate
degrees.
liachelor's degrees were conferred on
1,099 men and women including 14^
part-time .students from the School of
Continuing Studies and 103 from the
new .School of Nursing. Another 288
men and women recei\ed master's
degrees. They include 1-44 in business
administration, 33 in nursing, 33 in
education, 22 in bilingual/bicultural
studies (Spanish), 19 in religion, IS in
pa.storal counseling, 18 in p.sychology,
and one in organizationmanagement.
Boyle, a native Philadelphian, was
prai.sed as "a man of faith and a man ( )f
humanitarian action" as he received his
honorary doctorate from La Salle's
]iresident.
Boyle has been critically acclaimed for a
ntimber of Hollywood and TV film roles.
He has appeared in such popular films
as ''S'oLing Frankenstein." "Joe," "The
Candidate," "Dream Team," and "Tail
Gunner Joe," the network television
special about the late Wisconsin Senator
Jo.seph McCarthy.
"Throughout three decades. Peter Boyle
has brought thoughtfulne.ss and compas-
sion to every role he has played." said
his spon.sor, Brcxher Gerard Molyneaux.
F.S.C., Ph.D., chainnan of La Salle's
Communication Department.
"His care for his creations on screen is
matched by his ongoing commitment lo
those who are homeless, to tlio.se babies
born with aids, and to inner city youth
C)n big and small screen, Peter Boyle
has given us perspective and helped us
to laugh and to ponder. In serious and
comic performances as well as in his
own life he has urged us to care for
each other."
Hemiano Gines wa.s praised
by his s]ion.sor. Brother Craig Franz.
F.S.C., Ph.D., a La Salle University
marine biologi.st, for "enriching the li\es
of the marginal classes for nearly a half-
century. His love for humankind has
pemieated the heart.s of thousands, who.
like us, proudly associate with the
Lasallian name and philosophy."
Since arriving in Venezuela in 1939.
Hemiano Gines has been internationally
recognized for his scientific, educational,
and humanitarian innovations. He
founded Fundacion La Salle, an impres-
sive network of institutions dedicated to
the ad\ancement of .science and respect
for humanity, as well as a number of
high .schools (particularly for poor
children), technical institutes, .scientific
museums, international publications,
congresses, and research .stations.
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I Icmiano GinC-s has also dc\c'l<)|xtl iIk-
inicrnalional inarim.- science journal
Mi-niorui. the international anthropologi-
cal journal Aiilro/Miloi^ici. and technical
nokbooks on various topics CiicHlcnms
/'/ASA lie has also published some t"^
scientihc articles. Me has sei^et! as a
consultant to the Wneziielan go\ (.•ninicnt
on a number of projects including
extending the parks of (-aracas. ele\ elop-
ing new nature resenes in otishore
islands, and monitoring luiman impact in
I he Amazon region.
'S'our lite as educator, scientist, .ind a
man of prayer is an inspiration to all i il
LIS." said Brother Burke as he presentetl
Hemiano Gines with his honoran,'
Lloctorate. "'S'ou have built bridges
between classes of people, between
gcnernment and en\ironmenlali.sts.
between differing in.stitutions. and
between believers and skeptics."
Sister Keiss. w Ik i recently
.mnounced that she will be lca\ ing
( 'iwv'nedd-.Mercy after sen ing .is tluii
college's president for 22 ycais. w.is
prai.sed for her "dynamic and consistent
leadership" by her sponsor. M.in I'
Miggins. Hsq.. a Li Salle trustee,
I'hroughout her career in higher educa-
lion. Si.ster Isabelle has been an outstanil-
ing spokesperson for women in higher
education, and she has been a tireless
advocate of the special mission of the
Catholic college."
I ncler the direction of Sister Kei.ss,
t "iwynedd-.Mercy College enjoyed
significant physical and academic
expansion and introduced a number of
new course offerings including a pro-
gram in health tare.
Sister Kei.ss is a memlx'r of the corporate
boards of A.s.s(Kiation of Catholic Col
leges and Universities, Mercy Catholic
Medical Center, Fit/.gerald-.Mercy, North
Penn, and Holy Redeemer Hospitals. She
is the author of a number of articles in
scholarly journals and co-authored the
book Teiuler On i ra}>c.
\jd Salle"s annual Baccalaureate Mass was
held on .May 15 at the Cathetlnil Basilica
of .SS. Peter and Paul, l«lh st. and
Benjamin Franklin P:irkwa\ ^H
School of Continuing Studies academic
award winners from the Class of 1993
were honored at a luncheon on campus
on IVIay 15. They include, (seated from
left): Rhonda B. Goldberg, accounting;
Rhonda M. Watson, sociology and
criminal justice; Ellen A. McCrane,
marketing. Standing (from left) are:
Gerardine A. Tkaczuk, history; Barbara
A. Lance. RN - BSN program; Donna M.
Farrington, management, and Michelle
C. Postlewait, political science.
Day School academic award winners from the Glass of 1993 were honored at a luncheon on
campus on tyiay 15. They include, (seated, from left); Kelly A. Crankshaw. psychology; Jacquelin
U. Juliano. economics; Lisa IVl. Coyle. chemistry; Kim L. Dorazio. history and the James A.
Finnegan l^emorial Award; Helene Grady, the John J. f\/lcShain Award; Jennifer Ivlanion, English,
f^yliddle row, standing, (from left): Frani B. Wasserman. accounting; Jenine E. David, sociology,
social work & criminal justice; Christine 1^. Rose, finance; Krista IVI. fvlacchione. education; Joy M.
Gianvittorio. biology; Leonora M. Serbyn. foreign language and literature: Aimee S. Tagert,
political science; Heidi Conerludt, marketing. Back row standing (from left): Ivlichael J. Bergin,
management; Kevin P.OKeefe, philosophy; Thomas J. Curry II. religion; Jonathon M. Wagner,
math science; Edward J. Layton, geogly & physics; lyiatthew J. Lee and Anthony La Ratta, both
communication.
George C. Werner, '85 IVIBA
(second from left), vice
president of the Public
Finance Department at
Fidelity Bank, and Kathleen
Burns, 75 IVIBA (nght),
treasurer of AIco Standard
Corporation, were among the
46 alumni who participated in
the Executives in Class
program during Business
Awareness Week, sponsored
by the School of Business
Administration in February,
Also pictured are Dean
Joseph Kane (left), of the
School of Business, and
Gregory 0. Bruce, director of
the f^BA program.
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A Mother And Her Son Share
a Graduation Together
w.K-n June Miieller, of
nortlK'^ist Pliilatlclphia. first visited La Salle
nearl\ eight years ago, she was scared to
(.leath and unsure \\ hether slie even
wanted to pursue college studies. At the
time she was 35, a wife and mother of
three, considering some evening cla.s.ses in
religion.
.\long the way though, she gained her
confidence and became determined to get
a degree. She eventually started taking
counses in the Day Division. Four years
ago she picked up a partner in her pursuit
—her son Dennis who was also .studying
tor his (.legree.
( )n .May Hi, both mother and son attained
their goal and graduated from La Salle
together.
Not only did they graduate together, they
studied the .same suiijects, religion and
]-)sychology, they plan to attend graduate
school together at La Salle (also to .study
religion) and they have similar long term
goals : they both want to teach on the
college level. But that is where the
similarities start to wane,
,'\t i^, June Mueller is a determined and
extremely focused woman wiio worked
\ ery hard to earn the A's she most often
receixed. Althougii she hadn't i:)een in
school since graduating from Cardinal
Dougherty High School many years ago,
she took her courses very .seriously and
sometimes stittered migraine headaches
w liile stiKlying.
Dennis at 21 is a l\pic.il colle.ge student. A
more recent graduate ol (Cardinal
Doughertv, he also earned As but he
ditlnl ha\e to work quite as hard for them
.IS his mom. And he tentls lo lake the
process a little le.ss seriously.
They ha\e taken .several cla.s.ses together
w hile at La Salle and they found they help
to b.il.ince each other,
I ha\e to de\()le mo.sl ol my time to my
studies. " June explained. "Lspecially going
lull-time, becau.se it doesn't lome as
qunkK to me as it does lo a younger
sludenl.
'I'm amazed at Dennis. He sits down and
whips .something out. He studies the night
before an exam and pulls an A. I'll .sttidy
fc:)ur or five days in advance. It's just harder
for me. Dennis will say to me 'get a grip,
it's only a test' or 'it's only a paper.' U has
helped me relax some.
"There was a class we had together and 1
was having a hard time grasping some ol
it. He would study with me and say '^-ou're
looking at it this v^ay, try looking at it this
way or try this approach,' and he helped
me out," June added.
.According to Dennis "It was nice being
together. It made things easier, es|x-cially
when we started taking courses together. I
think we were able to get a better under-
standing of the work. We're coming from
rw c) different perspectives so we had some
good discussions. We used to have these
types of discussions before, but at first I
wasn't as knowledgeable as she was, tmtil
I got here
"
Always a religious person, June .said that
her studies at La Salle have helped her
become more spiritual. She has grown and
changed from the experience. Where she
LLsed to have a "blind faith," she now
knows ii Is good and healthy to question
and explore i.ssues. She plans to focus on
theology and women's issues in graduate
school.
Dennis, on tile other hand, doesn't .see
himself as religious as his mom in tenns ol
the institution. He felt there was .something
missing before he stalled .studying religion
•U L,i Salle. Now he feels differently.
"1 had a pre-conceived .set of views in
terms of how I knew the world when I
came to La Salle. My finst religion profe.s.sor
challenged all of my beliefs. I did a 180
degree turn-aroimd in my views. I'm not as
religious as my mom in temis of the
institution, btit I have a more personal
spiritu.ilne.ss now."
Both Dennis and June agreed that their
religion clas.ses at La Salle helped change
llieir li\es. They also agreed that going lo
college logelher was ciuite an ex|X'rience,
I
June Mueller and her son,
Dennis, relax on campus a tew
days before graduating together.
one that often included a little friendK'
competition.
"Like the time," Dennis recounts laughing,
"that I was called C5n in cla.ss and I had no
idea what the answer was, I look at mom
and she immediately puts her hand up.
waving, as if to say 'I know, I know.'
"And the time," June adds, "that our
teacher was giving back a test saying that
the most anyone got was a 4. Dennis got
his back and proudly showed me he got a
4. When I got mine back I smiled and
showed him 1 had received a S!
"
For the most part, however, it was a
growing experience for both June and
Dennis. Not only did they grow academi-
callv', but also socially, emotionally and
perhaps most important, spiritually.
And their relationship v\ith each other
also grew. They shared their time, their
needs, their ideas, and their thoughts in a
way few mothers and sons ever will. And
it has made their connection even
stronger.
"I never expected to have mom in class
with me," Dennis explained. "I liked it. It's
been great going to school together.
We've always been close but this experi-
ence has been a complement to our
relationship." —Rosalie Lombardo
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Head of SmithKline Beecham Discusses
Impact of Health Care Reform at 14th
Annual Holroyd Lecture
Participants at the 1993 Holroyd Lecture
included (from left): Drs. Eugene P. Hagan, G.
Russell Reiss, and Jean Pierre Gamier,
Brothiers Josepfi Burke and James ^yluldoo^,
and Raymond Ksiazek, who was honored upon
his retirement from the Biology Department after
39 years of service. Dr. Hagan sponsored Dr.
Reiss, the Holroyd Award recipient.
nc ottoday'.s top phamiacciitical
indusia Icatlens di.scussed "Facts and Fiction
About the Fharmaceutical Indiistn" a.s w ell a,s
health care refonn during La Salle's I tth
Annual Holroyd Lecture, held to honor the
late I^r. Roland Holroyd, a teacher at the
uniwrsity for 53 years and founder of the
Biology Department.
I'lKii- 111 ihe leclure, the Holroyd Award
f(ii- (.lisiiiiguisheel seiA'ice to the heallh profes-
sions was pre.sented to Dr. Cj. Russell Rei.ss,
5.-), a prominent Montgomery Cx)unty pediat-
ric physician.
Di', Jean I'ierre CJarnier, president/North
Anienci of SmiiliKline Beecham Pharmaceuti-
cals, focuseti on ihe (.iirrent status of the
industiy and s|X'culaled on pt)ssible moves
In the ("linton .'Xdministration, especially
llillaiy Clinton's Health Care Task Force.
I his (licalih c.nv) lelomi will ha\c an
enormous im|XRl on all ol iis. |xirIii.Lilaiiy ihe
health care providers, but also the citizens ot
this country. Of course, this country needs a
health care refonn: the question is which one,
"
Ci.irnier said.
Ciarnier chargetl that iIk' phannaceiilical
inclustiA' has been "targeted" b\ the Clinton
team and offered his reasons why, of ail the
health care pixniders, pharmaceuticals were
selected as scapegoats.
"First of all, physicians haw a great inllu-
ence on people and we don 1 ha\e the ability to
retaliate and get even. Secondly, public opinion
is indeed veiy up.set about drug prices," he said.
Over 6S"'u of prescription drugs are paid out
of pocket in the 1 '.S. The elderly, the largest
single group of \oiers, are not plea.sed with
leaving for their drugs and iheir expen.ses.
"Il is one of ihe lew things that you would
not choose frecK lo buy. It's a forced choice.
It's really in the calegon' of ha\ing to pay your
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"W'e have to learn to do more than just sell products," he
said. "We have to really create value for our customers, in terms of
economic value, not just safety and efficacy of our drugs. But now
y/e have to provide drugs v/hich con demonstrate that they actually
save money for our system."
taxes. The perceived value ()f pharma-
ceuticals is not in question though.
IVople feel that the price is wrong, but
they also feel that phannaceuticals
pnnicie enornioLis \alue." Gamier .said.
Gamier gave three reasons why health
care costs will continue to climb, the
first being the aging of the population.
jhe mo.st dynamic grotip in the
I '.S. population now is made up of
jieople who are 85 years old or more.
The\- consume 25 times more health
care services than middle-age Ameri-
cans. Therefore the costs are going to
increase.
'I'he next reason is universal acce.ss:
this is a political hot potato. C-linton has
made a commitment to grant imiversal
ai. cess ti ) tiLiite a few Americans- 35
million of them. This, of course, will
cost money." Gamier said.
Finally, technology is a main factor,
frankly, when I look at biotechnology
in m\' own indLisiiA', we are within a
lew \eais of dramatic, dramatic cures,
not just medicine, but cures. And no
matter what system exi.sts, no mailer
where or if there is rationing in this
country, the benefits of those products
v\ill be such to society that there will be
no c|iie.stion about those products and
services becoming a\ailable to the
population. That will s|x-ed up the co.st
increase."
Gamier suggestetl .some pt),ssible
health care refonn measures, the hrst
being 'Managed Competition."
This plan would consist of networks
of doctors and hospitals who provide at
least a government-mandated package
of standard benefits. It would be a
combination of managed care, govern-
ment regulation and free market style
competition.
"This package would be detemiined
nationally," Gamier explained, ".so there
will be .some kind of a board that \\ ill
say what we should provide e\ en-
American with."
This plan al.so calls for a purchasing
agent, or a health insurance purchasing
cooperative/health alliance or HICP.
This is an organization set up to buy
insurance for a large group of people.
The HICP would take care of the
administratic^n of health insurance and
search for the cheapest network of
doctors and hospitals for its members.
Gamier went on to di.scuss other
po.ssible .solutions being explored by
Clinton including budget caps, which
have been used in the United Kingdom
and Canada, and the use of price
freezes.
The phannaceutical industry-, added
Gamier, has been affected by other
factors. They include increased health
care costs, increased research and
development co.sts, .stricter FDA mles
concerning daigs, and generic attrition,
which occurs when other companies
pLit their own brand of dnigs (cojiNcats)
( )n the market after a dmg patent
expires.
"We are facing a very difficult
siaiation, and essentially we have to
change dramatically," he explained. "If
you are a health care provider, or
associated with one, you simply cannot
stay with the behaviors and the attitude
you had in the past because the system
is changing aroimd you. You have to
adapt to these changes. You cannot be
successful in a phamiaceutical company
without a global reach."
Tuming to generic exposure.
Gamier said that if a large percentage of
sales are generated by older products,
and the generics come in at a fraction of
the cexst, you have lost business.
"We have to learn to do more than
just sell products," he said. "We have to
really create value for our customers, in
temis of economic value, not just safety
and efficacy of our daigs. But now we
have to provide drugs which can
demonstrate that they actually save
money for our sy.stem."
Previous I lolroyd Lectures at La
Salle have featured C. F.verett Koop,
fonner Surgeon General of the L'nited
.States; Thomas F. Starzl, chief of surgery
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical
School and a well-known pioneer in
li\er transplantation; Michael E.
OeBakey. chancellor of Baylor College
of Medicine who is noted for treatment
of cardiovascular diseases, and Otis R.
Bowen, fonner Secretary' of Health and
Human Ser\ices. among others.
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Dr. Barbara C. Millard
Named Dean of School
of Arts & Sciences
Dr. Barbara Casacci Millard,
tliivttoi' of llic Women's StLitlics
I'loi^rani al l.a Salle University,
has been appointed clean ot the
School ol Arts Lincl Sciences al
the iini\ersily. eHecti\e July 1.
it was announced by Brother
President Joseph I'. Ikirke.
KK
^^^K. I'.S.C. I'll. I).
^^^JH^^^^H I'hiladelphian who holds the
aeademie rank of professor of
l.n<4lish, sLicceeds Brother James Mulck)on, f-'.S.C... Ph.!^.,
who is stepping down after 17 years as clean.
A member of La Salle's faculty since 19^2, Dr.
.Millard is past president of the university's Faculty Senate
and is cLirrently serving as that group's representati\e on
I nixersity Council. As director of Women's Studies, she
coordinates curriculum offerings among 12 academic
departments. She was also co-founder and pa.st president of
Building Blocks Child Development Center on La Salle s
campus.
Dr. .Millard has won numerous honors including a
l.inclhack Foundatk)n Award for di.slinguishecl teaching in
PAST. She is a member of Shakespeare As.sociation of
.America, National Women's Studies As.sociation, and
.American A.s.sociation of Llniversity Women. She is also the
author of numerous scholarly Lirticles, rev lews, and com-
menlaiy and is co-author of the book, . l,s )iiii LiL'c II: . \ii
. \iiu<il(itccl l)ihli(iiini/)h]\
In addition to working on a number of Middle
States .Accreditation A.s.sociation e\aluation teams. Dr.
.Millard has .sened as an educational consultant for Lafavetle
College, the I'niversities of Delaware and Fenn.sylvania, and
the Philadelphia School System. She has directed two
summer institutes on the works of Shakespeare for high
school teachers and has been awarded two Nalkmal
Fducation for the Humanities grants.
A graduate of Philadelphia's West Catholic High
School for (iirls. Dr. Millard earned a bachelor's degree,
magna cum laude, in Fnglish and French from Marywood
(.ollege, .Scranion. Pa. in 196c, a master's degree in F'nglish
from the University of {-"ennsylvania in 1968, and a Ph D. in
Fnglish from the University of Delaware in 1974. She has
done additional professional course work at Sorbonne.
l'ni\ersity of Paris, and Biaii .Mawr (;ollege.
Dr. .Millard and her husband, John B., Ii\e in




L. Thomas Reifsteck (center) receives citations from the
Pennsylvania House and Senate from John M. Fleming,
'70 (right), who ser^/ed as master of ceremonies at
testimonial dinner held in his honor on June 5, and
Louis A. Lamorte, Jr., who has been appointed to
succeed Reifsteck as director of the university's Career
Planning and Placement Bureau.
L. Thomas Reifsteck, 'Si, retired as .i La Salle administrator
on lanuaiA 1 alter .sening for 3~ years as director of the
uni\ ersity's Career Planning and Placement Bureau. He is
remaining on the factilty. however, as an a.s.sociate profes.sor
( >f maikeling.
Louis .\. Lamorte, Jr., has been named to succeed
Reifsteck as director of the Career Planning and Placement
Bureau. .A member of the university .staff for 13 years,
Lamorte had most recently been a,s,sociate director and had
coordinated the (A)operati\e Education Progiam.
Reifsteck, one of the nations most lespected
luiin.in resoLirce admini.stratcjrs, .sened as president ol the
(College Placement (Council, Inc, in 1970-71. He was the first
representative of a Catholic college or university to head the
(i, ()()() member international organization.
A r.S. Aniiy \eteran of World War 11, Reifsteck
cirned d ma.ster's degree in business administration Irom the
Iniversiiy of Pennsylvania in 19S2, He worked on the'
n,itioii,il .icKertising staff of the ("amclen (\.|.) ('ourier-Posi
until toming lo L.i Salle in 19SS.
Kciisli-ik .ilso served .is pivsideill of ihe .Middle
.Allaiilic Placement .Association in 19{i'"-()S. lie \\,is on the
executive board of the American Society of Personnel
.Administrators and was a member of the American Market-
ing Associ.ition ,ind the .American .Man,igement .Association.
Lamorie is a native of Pittsburgh. He earned a
bachelors degree in psychology from the University of
Dayton and a master's degree in general guidance counsel-
ing from Duc|iiesne University. He and his wile. Karen, ^
luive lotir children and live in Blue Bell, Pa H
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Brother James Muldoon Retires
As Dean of Arts & Sciences
"Mixed feelings. No regrets."
Tliat s liow BrotherJames J.
Muldoon, F.S.C, Ph.D., elcM.iihi.i.1 his
tccllngs on the occasion ol his rctiiv-
iiicnl as Dean of La Salle's School of
Alls and Sciences.
On July 1 Hrolher Muldoon
officially stepped down tVoni the
position he has held for P years.
Although he has mixed feelings about
the move, he "has thoroughly enjt)yed"
doing his job and anticipates "some-
thing new " coming along to occupy his
lime in the future.
"It has never been a job I
ha\en't enjoyed doing and I haw no
regrets about it." Brother James ex-
l")lained. "I really felt tiiat I reached the
stage in my life where I have no
aspirations to do anything else in temis
of administration. I don't want to mo\e
sideways, upward, downward or
anywhere else.
"I thought it was time to get
out of the way and gi\e .someone else
a t.hani.e who might .still be young
enough to have such aspirations." the
19S^ La Salle graduate added. 'I think
new |X'ople bring new ideas, new
approathes and 1 think it's time for that
sort of thing."
During his tenure as dean,
brother .Muldoon helped to establish
and promote many new programs and
ideas. His job was to encourage, foster,
and help organize the work of other
veiA' clever people who h.n.1 ideas that
they wanted to fulfill.
Academic innovations that
luixe especially plea.sed him include
the graduate programs in Kducation,






well as in Computer
Science hiformation.
"^'ou (.lon't
do anything in this





in a while you have
a brilliant idea anel a
lot of other people
jump in to help you.
"I feel especially related to the
Nursing program in tenns of my time in
office. 'VC'e had the affiliations with
Gemiantown flospital and St, Joseph's
Hospital when I arrived, I was veu'
intent on .seeing a bonafide nursing
program exist f)n the La Salle campus.
"The development of the new
curriculum that took place in 1986, also
left me ven,' .satisfied, and gratified. It
came to my concern to put an entirely
new tore curriculum into plate, to
phase it in while we phasetl the old one
otit and lo do it in such a way that no
one lost llieir job."
In addition, Brother Muldoon
is also pleased that the university has
dramatically improved the level of
assistance it offers the individual
faculty member to complete profes-
sional, scholarly work. He credits
persistent "nudging" from the Dean's
office with moving things along.
.\s dean. Brother .Muldoon was
exposed to a view of the university that
lew others will ever see.
Brother James
Muldoon received a
surprise award of his
own from Brother




years of service as
dean.
"You get such a broad .solid
perspective of the value that people, in
all the di.sciplines in their own way
bring to the institution," he explained
'The major goal of mo.st people on the
faculty at Lit Salle is to ck) the best job
they can in every area they can be ot
service. And that's what my general
experience has been. It's been one of
the joys for me in doing the job.
"Dealing with the faculty has
been a pleasure, really, not that it has
always been positive, but it has been .i
pleasure. I feel I can leave this office
.saying I have a lot of friends."
Brother .Mukloon plans to
spend a year on sabbatical leave.
\\ hen he returns to Ui .Salle ne.xt year
he expects to teach two courses in
biology and dedicate much of his time
to grant and proposal writing.
—Rosalie Lombardo
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La Salle Professor Directs President Clinton's
Summer of Service Program
The si A million Pliikicleliihia
Mininicr ot .V-nlcc Program called 1CAK1%
'
that v\as announced by President Clinton on
Ma\- 6 is being directed by Patricia L. Gerrit\',
R.N., Ph.D., an associate professor in the
School of Nursing at La Salle Unix'ersity win >
also serves as director of the university's
Neighborhood Nursing Center.
RL\KH is an acronviii for the primaiy
objective cif the Philadelphia-based program:
to immunize an estimated total of 5,000
I. hildivn at risk who li\'e in low income
(ommunities in tlie city. .Mayor Edward G.
Rendell also announced Philadelphia's
particijiation in the federal program.
Dr. Cerrity is overseeing .some 150 .student
workers (and their supervisors) from area
.schools and ccjlleges who are pursuing or
considering careers in the health professions,
teaching, fir social services. The young
people, ranging in age from 17 to 25, are
working in the community between June 21
and Aug. 20. They are being paid the
minimum hourly-wage ($4.25) for nine
weeks and will also earn $1,000 towards
their educational expen.ses. At the end of the
program, all participants will join President
(Clinton for a summit meeting in Washington.
D.C.
.Mo.st of the participants are nursing sttidents
from La Salle. Temple, Villanova, Thomas
Jefferson, and Hahnemann LIniversities, the
University of Pennsylvania, Gwynedd Merc>'
College, and Community College of Philadel-
phia. The six institutions located within citv'
limits are operating immunization sites. Two
Bookmobiles" were refurbished by the City
of Philadelphia as mobile immunization
\'ans.
Dr. Gerrity said that each of the six commu-
nity outreach and two mobile immunization
sites are operating under the direction of a
site coordinator and have a primary relation-
ship with one of the college or university-
ba.sed Schools of Nursing. Vaccines have
been donated by area phannaceutical firms.
Dr. Patricia L. Gerrity (second from right) watches as John Fritz
(right), a learning lab specialist, instructs La Salle nursing students
Susan Cho and Rodney Abary in proper immunization techniques.
Other students were selected fr( )m
Drexel, St. Joseph's and 'Widener
Universities, Swarthmore College,
the School District of Philadelphia
and such community organizations
as Big Sisters of Philadelphia. These
students are providing support
services in areas like data manage-
ment and public relations.
Dr. Gerrity said that the coordinators
of the six neighborhood sites would
also have the option of providing
other .services dealing with children's
health problems. La Salle, for
example, is offering lead screening,
"But our primary objective is to
imnuini/e the children," she said,
adding that there were 1,559 ca.ses
of measles, including nine deaths,
reported in Philadelphia in 1990-91,
as compared to only 16 cases in
19.S(-). "The ovei'whelming majority
of ihose children who contacted
measles had not been age-appropri-
.iielv' immunized. In fact, fewer than
half of the children in Philadelphia
are a(.le<|ualely immuiii/ed b\' ihe
age ol two
"
Philadelphia's con.sortium was one of
only 17 projects in 14 cities selected for
funding from 487 proposals submitted
from across the United States. It includes
members of Greater Philadelphia llrban
Affairs Coalition, Philadelphia Higher
Education Network for Neighborhood
Development, the city's Department of
Public Health, and School District of
Philadelphia.
Dr. GeiTity earned her Ph.D. in health
planning from the LTniversitv' of
Pennsylvania's City anel Regional
i^lanning Department.
La Salle's Neighborhood Ntirsing Center
.sen-etl as the model for the proposal
submitted by the Philadelphia consor-
tium. The Center opened in 1991 on the
grounds of Manna Bible Institute, 700 1".
Church lane, and offers community
residents such health care senices as
pregnancy testing, prenatal care, blood
pressure .screening, nutritional counsel-
ing, antl immunization for children.
The federal grant is being coordinated
by the (x)mmi.ssion for National ^^
aiul ("ommunitv .SeiA'ice. ^H
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La Salle's swimming coach John
Lyons (left) was voted the MCC's
Coach of the Year while Deirdre
Lynch (center) was named the
league's Outstandmg Women










Assistant Sports Information Director
L ong before the meet, John Lyons had a
feeling.
This was the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
swimming championships, unfolding in La Salle
University's Kirk Natatorium in Hayman Hall.
Coach Lyons, who has built the Explorers' swim
programs to a spot among the East's elite, had a
goal — to win the MCC men's title, which
meant dethroning perennial power Notre
Dame. It was La Salle's baptism in the MCC
meet, but the Explorers and Fighting Irish had
clashed before, especially in the National
Catholics, and, generally, Notre Dame was
on top.
"Our goal at the start of the season was to win
the MCC," Lyons said, "and 1 felt we had the
talent to do it this year."
Lyons proved to be a prophet worth hearing.
When the final gun had sounded and the final
lap had been churned, there were the men of La
Salle in first place, with 1,325 points to Notre
Dame's 896, and the first — and so far—only
La Salle MCC championship.
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Showing the depth which Lyons had
built into the team. La Salle placed in
all but one event and won 1 2 out of
the 18.
"It was very exciting," Lyons said.
"The team swam as a team, and came
as close to our potential as they
possibly could."
The women, their ranks depleted by
injuries and illness but full of promise,
finished third behind Notre Dame and
Evansville. "I think the women did
very well," Lyons said, "and next year
will be even better."
Lyons' optimism stems from the fact
that most of the Explorers' point-
scorers were underclassmen, including
junior Deirdre Lynch, a triple winner
who was voted the meet's Outstanding
Women Swimmer, and junior Cheryl
Coppola, who set meet records in the
one-meter and three-meter diving. In
all, La Salle broke four individual
records and one relay mark in the
women's side of the championships.
The swimming teams' performances
helped the Explorers finish fourth (out
of nine) in the James ). McCafferty All-
Sports Trophy race for MCC su-
premacy in its 1 6 sports. And while
fourth isn't quite what La Salle fans
were accustomed to — eight Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference
Commissioner's Cup titles in nine
years — the step-up in overall
competititon in all sports eventually
should raise the level of talent among
the Explorers' scjuads.
As for the future in swimming, the
outlook is bright when you consider
that La Salle produced the meet's
Outstanding Newcomer in freshman
Paul Deconti and the Outstanding
Men's Swimmer in junior Dan
Dunigan, in addition to Lynch's
Outstanding Women award.
To cap it all, Lyons was voted the Mid-
western Collegiate Conference Coach of
the Year.
As always, academics rated as a high
priority for La Salle student-athletes. Of
434 student athletes, some 46 per cent
achieved a Grade Point Average (GPA) of
3.0 or above (out of 4.0) at the end of the
spring semester.
Of that 46 per cent, half achieved 3.4 or
higher to earn places on the Dean's List.
Dr. Raymond Heath, vice president for
student affairs, in noting the high percent-
age, said: "Our student-athletes continue
to dispel one of the most common myths
about college student-athletes by demon-
strating the balance so necessary for
outstanding academic and athletic
achievement.
"And for such a percentage of student-
athletes to achieve above 3.0 is espe-
cially noteworthy and we are quite proud
of them."
For the second straight year, the GTE-
CoSida Academic All-America women's
basketball team had a La Salle player on
it - the same player. Jennifer Cole,
besides setting numerous records on the
court and leading the NCAA Division I in
free-throw shooting (90.9), made first
team District II and second team All-
America in academics.
On many other outlets, such as the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference and
Eastern College Athletic Conference
Honor Rolls, many La Salle names were
evident.
Three La Salle senior student-athletes
applied for the Rhodes Scholarship test
— Cole (Chemistry), volleyball's Lori
Huggins (Computer Science), and
basketball's Michael Bergin (Organiza-
tional Management). Although none was
fortunate to make it to the Holy Grail of
Education, the mere consideration was a
worthy accomplishment.
While men's swimming produced the
Explorers' only MCC title, the men's
soccer team came thisclose to making off
with an even bigger surprise.
After finishing eighth in the conference
with a 1-5-1 record (8-10-3 overall).
La Salle upset top-seed Xavier, beat
fourth-seed Butler in overtime, and had
second-seed Evansville tied but lost, 2-1
,
with 1 3 seconds to play.
Senior Jeff' Van Tiem became the
program's all-time leading scorer,
notching 1 1 in the topsy-turvy season
and bringing his total to 44. Senior goalie
Rich Scholer posted three shutouts while
stopping almost 80 per cent of the shots
that came his way. Replacing those two,
and fellow senior Walter "Gator"
Bielicki, will be a tough part of coach Pat
Farrell's preparation for another journey
into the MCC, Philadelphia Soccer 7 and
the usual strong schedule.
Betty Ann Kempf, the only coach in the
seven-year existence of women's soccer
as a varsity sport, will have to replace a
strong core of six seniors, including
goalkeeper Sue Cuba, from the team that
had a 6-1 record. Cuba and her heir
apparent, Chris Raub, managed a
combined 2.28 goals-against average.
The biggest problem was that the
Explorers, other than freshmen Bridget
Carney (1 1 goals) and Gabriella Parrino
(6), were able to muster only a 1 .74
goals-per-game offense.
Carney, a standout member of the track
team, displayed her considerable speed
on breakaways, helping her set the
scoring pace, which included a three-
goal performance against Columbia.
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46% of La Salle's student-athletes
achieved a Grade Point Average of 3.0 or
above. Half of them made the Dean's List.
As women's basketball coach |ohn Miller found out,
there are at least three ways to leave a position
depleted, because they all happened to his team.
A star can graduate (Mimi Harris led the nation with
9.6 assists per game during her senior season); a
prospect can transfer because of a change in her
academic pursuit (Cindy Pierce, a reserve point guard
last season), and injury.
The latter element was especially harmful since
Allyson Blue, who had shown promise as a freshman
and was playing extremely well in summer ball,
suffered a torn anterior cruciate ligament of her left
knee and was redshirted while undergoing surgery
and reconstruction.
Veteran lennifer McGowan thus moved from small
forward to the point and directed the team to a 1 6-11
overall record (1 0-6 in the MCC for a fourth-place
finish), while she set a school mark for steals (233).
Fellow guard Cole became the school's all-time
women's scorer with 1 ,875 points. With strong
contributions from the frontcourt of Dolores
Seiberlich, Tina Tunink, Lisa Auman and Mary Heller,
the Explorers pulled a few surprises along the way.
The most notable of those was a tremendously-
exciting 92-88 victory over 15th-ranked Nebraska for
the championship of the annual La Salle Invitational.
"The victory over Nebraska," coach Miller said, "has
to be the high point of all the years I've been coach-
ing."
With five recruits coming in from such varied points as
Cardinal O'Hara High in suburban Philadelphia,
Crosse Point, Michigan, and Pine Grove, Minnesota,
the future should bring more of the excitement and
thrills such as the women's program provided with
victories over such opponents as Nebraska, Notre
Dame, Evansville and Butler, and even in a 71-68 first-
round loss to Evansville in the first round of the MCC
Tournament.
The men hoopsters pulled off one of the big upsets of
the local season with a 66-53 victory over St. Joseph's
at the Spectrum i^efore 1 2,000 fans. It was a hysterical
night, as well as a historic one.
For coach "Speedy" Morris it was his. 146th victory,
giving him more wins than any other La Salle men's
basketball coach. The person he replaced. Ken
Loeffler, had directed the 1952 Explorers to the
National Invitation Tournament title and the 1954
team to the NCAA championship, making the honor
an even more impressive one.
The Explorers finished 14-13, with a 9-5 MCC mark
and a third seed in the post-season tournament. After
wiping out a big first-half deficit and building one of
its own with five underclassmen on the court. La
Salle faltered down the stretch and Butler came out
on top, 77-70. That shattered any hopes of a bid to a
tournament and ended Morris' streak of consecutive
post-season appearances at six.
The season was not without high points, especially
those produced by sophomore Kareem Townes.
Playing his first varsity season after sitting out his
freshman year under Prop 48 regulations, Townes led
the MCC in scoring (22.5), was voted to the MCC
All-Newcomer team, was named to the Philadelphia
Big 5's second team and was voted its Outstanding
Newcomer.
Townes had valleys (O-for-16 from the field against
Pennsylvania) and many highs, double figures in his
last 25 games, 20 times reaching 20 and four times
hitting 30 or more.
His 22.5 average enabled him to surpass Lionel
Simmons (like Townes, a South Philadelphia High
product) as the highest-scoring first-year player in La
Salle history.
His peak came during a week in which he had 33 in
a victory over Detroit Mercy and 34 in a win over
Loyola Chicago. Such performances earned him a
Hat Trick of awards, MCC Player of the Week, ECAC
Player of the Week, and topped it off by being
named Sports lllustrated's Division I Player of the
Week.
The Softball team discovered just how tough it really
could be in the MCC. Senior first baseman Kerri
McCahey led the league in Runs Batted In with 44 in
48 games (good enough for 1 2th in the NCAA); tied
for first in the MCC in home runs (5); was third in
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hitting (.336); tied tor third in doubles (10)
and didn't make either the first or second
team All-MCC.
Go figure.
Meanwhile her twin, Kelli, did make All-
MCC regular-season and the all-tournament
team with some pretty impressive figures of
her own — a .308 batting average, 29 Runs
Batted In, eight stolen bases, and a great
defensive showing in the outfield.
The McGahey sisters head a group of six
seniors who have added a few more positive
images to the program, joining them in
graduation were the team's other twins,
pitcher Kendall and second baseman Tiffany
Hodson, shortstop Sheila Thurston and utility
player Kristen Falcone.
For both McCaheys, the season culminated
outstanding careers in field hockey and
Softball, following in the footsteps of their La
Salle Hall of Athletes sister, Kathy, who was
All-American in sotball and field hockey in
1980.
The Softball team's early schedule, like so
many others in the East, was turned into a
shambles by The Blizzard of '93. In Florida
for its usual spring-break series of games,
coach Ray Perri and his team were stranded
a few days, and upon their arrival home,
found Good Shepherd Field and others in the
area unplayable.
With some juggling here and there, the
Explorers managed to get in 50 games,
splitting them, finishing 6-6 in the MCC, and
winning a game against Detroit Mercy
between losses to Butler and Evansville in
the double-elimination tournament in
Indianapolis.
Gene McDonnell, in his 33rd year as La
Salle baseball coach, experienced a frustrat-
ing season, going 1 3-31 (8-22 in the MCC)
and a quick exit from the conference
tournament.
One loss provided a "lowlight-film" scenario.
Trailing Villanova, 1 1-4, the Explorers tied it
at 1 1 , only to have the Wildcats score 1
runs in the 1 1th inning for a 21-1 1 victory.
Two seniors, Billy Artz (.311) and Ross
DiMaggio (.303), went over the .300 mark
among the regulars, while another senior, M.
|. Lewin led in homers with seven.
Kareem Townes finished as the
highest-scoring first-year player
m La Salle's history m 1992-93.
Track and cross-country were marked by coaching changes throughout the
season. Veteran mentor Jim Gulick retired, the reins were turned over to
interim coaches Greg Moore and Phyllis Keyes, then, on a full-time basis, to
Charles Torpey, a former University of Maryland coach who has produced
stars of national and international fame throughout his career.
Both cross-country teams had success against outstanding competition. In the
MCC women's meet, the Explorers came in third, sparked by 1 2th and 1 3th-
place finishes by Melanie Johnson and Theresa Lewandowski.
The men placed second as three of its hill-and-dalers — Matt Stull, Mike
Ewing and jason Di)oseph — wound up in the top 1 0. Those three all earned
All-MCC honors, while Dijoseph made Player of the Week twice. And before
he left for a permanent post at University of Maryland-Baltimore County,
Moore was named MCC Cross-Countrv Coach of the Year
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The women also made off with a championship in the
University-ECAC meet.
The Penn Relays, always the height of the outdoor
track season, saw the Explorers' 4x800 team of Laura
Rigoiizzo, lennifer McGowan, )oyce jellig and Theresa
Lewandowski take third place. Lewandowski, mean-
while, had used the indoor season to rack up a La Salle
record of 2:55 in the 1 ,000 meters.
On the men's side, Stull took a Penn Relays second in
his 5,000-meter heat; the 4x200 team of Ed Kelleher,
Eric Mobley, Mark McCall and John Hunter finished
fifth and qualified for the lC4A's. That same foursome
pulled off a second-place in its 4x400 heat
In the IC4A's, the 4x400 tandem, with Fran Hoey,
Hunter, Kelleher and Mobley, was fifth in the finals in
3:12.21.
Field hockey, under new coach Kathy DeAngelis, fell
just below .500 (8-9-1 ) but produced upset victories
over Richmond and West Chester. Two of the losses
came in overtime, including a 2-1 setback at the hands
of 19th-ranked Kent State, while the Explorers and
Eastern power Rutgers battled 80 minutes to an 0-0
deadlock. Goalie Michelle Richmond posted five
shutouts and a 90.1% save mark. Two-sport standout
Keili McGahey recorded 1 1 goals and an assists, while
freshman Amy Antonelli registered four goals to stamp
her as a future offensive threat.
A tie for seventh in the MCC tourney was the best the
men's tennis team could net but coach George
Mecherly envisions better things. "Teams that used to
beat us easily, like 9-0," he said, "we can now hold
our own and even beat some of them. With only one
of our top players (Billy Browne) graduating, I believe
we will continue to make better showings."
The women's tennis team (4-7) showed its youth
throughout the season, although it wound up with a 9-
victory over Rowan, which we used used to know as
Glassboro. A last-place finish in the MCC Tournament
was buffeted by the fact that only one player, Elaine La
Flamme was lost by graduation. Monica Rave, Jeanne
Montana and Kim Gibbons should be a good nucleus
next season.
Chris Shalbert led the wrestlers with a first-place in the
126-pound class in the prestigious Lebanon Valley
College tournament, then plucked Outstanding
Wrestler honors at the Washington and Lee Invita-
tional. He finished with a spectacular 21-1 record.
junior golfer Paul Rambo climaxed his productive
season with a 1 56, seven strokes off the leader's
pace, and came in ninth in the Loyola Invita-
tional.
First-year volleyball coach John Kunzier fielded a
team that relied heavily on underclassmen and
that should herald improvement over the 6-24
record, which included an MCC victory over
Evansville.
In crew, it wasn't as much a case of what hap-
pened in the water but in the minds of the
coaching staff', the philosophy that staff want to
implement, and the future of the program itself.
"This was the beginning of the rebuilding of La
Salle crew," said coach Sean Drea. "We are
beginning to place emphasis on eights, which
college rowing is all about.
"We had five seniors in our varsity eight but we
will be moving up rowers from our novice and
junior varsity boats. It will be grass roots building
up."
The lightweight novice eight produced one of the
season's brightest moments, a second place in the
Dad Vail Regatta on the Schuylkill River.
Before and after that prestigious race, there was
much work being done on off-race matters
getting the program organized, repairing and
sprucing up equipment, and putting in place a
well-run system that Drea believes will propel La
Salle into a higher state, especially in the eights.
"We have to show the rowers we're recruiting,"
Drea said, "that we are providing good experi-
ence and direction, and that it will be worth their
while to be making a commitment to La Salle."
To accomplish this, and get it rolling, Drea had
the help of a formidable staft', people like Pat
McCann, Andrea Bonascoursci, John Musial, John
Weiners and Thye Bennion.
If you're a crew enthusiast, the last name may
mean something. He is from Harvard, is the
national singles champion, and a friend of Sean
Drea. The help of friends like that could mean a
lot to La Salle rowing.
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ore than 650 members
of the alumni and their
spouses returned to
campus for a weekend of exciting
activities on May 21-22. Classes that
participated in the homecoming
festivities included '38, '43, '48, '53,
'58, '63, '68, '73, '78, '83, and '88.
Activities included receptions and
dinners at various sites throughout the
campus including the Union Ball-
room, Dunleavy Room, and Patio,
Olney Hall Lobby, the Peale House,
and North Campus Dining Area. Some
guests stayed overnight at the new St.
Miguel Court Townhouses. Many
alums toured the La Salle Art Museum,
Connelly Library, and new South
Campus, relaxed at La Salle's "Back-
stage" Nightclub, shopped in the "L"
Stop, the campus store, or worked out
at Hayman Hall and the tennis courts.
Liturgy was celebrated in the
university's Chapel. As Alumni Direc-
tor Jim McDonald said, "It was an-
other successful reunion weekend."
Members of the Golden Anniversary
Class of '43 and Silver Anniversary
Class of '68 were recognized and
presented with special Anniversary
Medallions during an Alumni Convo-
cation in the Dan Rodden Theatre.
Each reunion class made a class gift
presentation. Brother President Joseph
Burke discussed "The State of the
University" and answered questions
from grads about the current scope
and future direction of La Salle.
•••••• ••••••••
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Maria Tucker Cusick, '83
Elected Alumni President
Maria Cusick
Maria Tiicker Cusick, '83, a communica-
tions consultant, was elected president of the
university's Alumni Association for a two year
term at a meeting of the Alumni Board of Direc-
tors on May 11, it was announced by James J.
McDonald, '58, the director of alumni.
Since 1991. Tucker has operated a private commu-
nications practice including photographic .services.
public relations, and print/production seivices.
She also sei"ves in a management position with the
Camera Shop, Inc., and previously worked for the
Archclioce.se of Philadelphia and the Franklin
Library in admini.strative and editorial positions.
Jo.seph 11. Cloran, '61, was re-elected executive
vice president of the 32,000 member assc^ciation.
Nicholas J. Lisi, '62, who has .sei^ved as the group's
treasurer the past two years, was elected vice
president for 1993-95.
Other newly-elected officers are James M. Boligit/.
'83 (treasurer), and Elizabeth R. Leneweaver, '8^
(.secretary).
The Executive Committee was also chosen and
\\ ill include the five officers mentioned above, the
three immediate pa.st presidents—-John J. French.
'53; Stephen L. McGonigle. '72, and Marianne S.
t^laLLss, '75. as well as .seven people elected at-
iarge—Andrea Cholewiak, '81; John J. Fallon, (v;
Victor M. Gavin, '57; Teresa Hooten Kozempel.
'74; Daniel E. McGonigle, '57; J. Patrick 0'Grad\-,
'82, and Charles 1. Ouattrone. '"'2.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
51
Nicholas J. DiCandilo has
retired from Rohm & Haas Co.
after 43 years of service.
'53




Service Award at the eighth
annual Matthew Carey awards
dinner, sponsored by the
Emerald Education Committee.
'58
William T. Katheder has
retired from the U.S. Govern-
ment after 31 years of service.
'61
Harold E. Lindenhoffen is
serving as an environmental
scientist with the Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Environment, in
Washington, D.C.
'65
Joseph C. Visalli is a superior
court judge in Cape fvlay Coun
House, N.J.
•68
Joseph P. Hickey. manager of
training and development for
the State of Delaware, recently
spent three weeks in Yerevan,
Armenia, where he provided
training and consultation
services to more than 30
national and local government
officials in the former Soviet
republic. Hickey is the presi-
dent of the National Association
of Government Training and
Development Directors.
•76
Bruce J. Colucci was ap-
pointed administrator of fiscal
services at the Philadelphia
Regional Port Authority.
'77
Carl Graf is a partner in the tax




BIRTHS: to Susan Dearolf and
her husband, Walter, '78, their
second child, a son, Christo-
pher Joseph; to Joseph E.
Steelm. >, Jr., and his wife,




Gary M. Christian was
promoted to controller at Betz




Kurt E. Kramer, an associate
at the law firm of Bolger Picker
Hankin & Tannenbaum, spoke
on the subject of "Personal
Injury and Torts" at the
People's Law School at the
Community College of Philadel-
phia. Anne Quinn Masters is
teaching English and social
studies at Paulsbo (Washing-
ton) Middle School.
BIRTH; to Anne Quinn
Masters and her husband, Al,
a son, Alexander Ralph.
'83 Czbas
James Czbas received an
honorable discharge from the
U.S. Navy after seven years of
service. He is now a certified
home health aide for Hospice of
Southeastern Connecticut Inc.
John C. Friskey was named
assistant vice president and
controller at Security First Bank,
in Media, Pa.
BIRTH: Heidi Natter
DiPasquale and her husband,
Paul, a son, Alexander Paul.
'84
BIRTH; to Ralph (Bud) S.
HIsle and his wife, Jeanne
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Yuengling Hibie. '86 a son.
Andrew Scanlon.
85 Marks
Michael S. Marks was pro-
moted to management account-
ing officer at The Bryn Mawr
(Pa.) Trust Company.
BIRTH: to Kathleen Dynan
and her husband. James J.
Black, Ph.D., '84, their first
child, a daughter, Moira
Kathleen.
'86
BIRTH: to Jeanne Yuengling
HIsle and her husband. Ralph




Corey I. Jones was appointed
vice president of support
services at Philadelphia
Geriatric Center.
U.S. Army Capt. William A.
Becker, IV, was promoted to
his present rank while attending
the Armor Officers Advanced
Course at Fort Knox, Ky. He
recently completed a 45-month
tour of Germany, which
included service in Kuwait,
where he was awarded the
Bronze Star. Edward J.
Hudak, III, is a manager at the
accounting firm of Richard W.
O'Hay C.P.A.. in Easton, Pa.
Joseph V. Shunk is the
equipment reliability manager
tor the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, Northeast Region.
BIRTH: Joseph V. Shunk and
his wife. Christine Desiderati




Esq.. was graduated from
Temple University School of
Law. He has passed the
Pennsylvania and New Jersey
Bar Exams and is a law clerk for
Judge James McGirr Kelly, of
the U.S. Court for the eastern
district of Pennsylvania. Arthur
R. Shuman, III, was commis-
sioned ensign in the U.S. Coast
Guard and is stationed in
Marinette. Wise.
MARRIAGE: Gregory M.
Giangiordano, Esq., to Ellen
C. Klllian.
•90
Valerie Villamil was promoted
to vice president-loan account-
ing at CoreStates Financial
Corp.. in Philadelphia.
MARRIAGE: Margaret A.
Nichols to Michael G.
McCabe, 90.
'92
Thomas J. Cella was ap-
pointed manager for marketing
and public relations at Method-
ist Hospital, an affiliate of
Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital, in Philadelphia. Tricia
McKenna is an in-house auditor
at First Fidelity Bank. Heather
Striet IS a credit analyst in the




Anne Flisak was awarded a
1993-94 Rotary Foundation
Ambassadorial Scholarship to






La Salle's longtime baseball
coach Gene McDonnell was
honored recently by the
Metropolitan Philadelphia
College Baseball Umpires
Association for his sportsman-
ship and professionalism at a
dinner at the Blue Bell Inn.
Alotta
59
Dr. Robert I. Alotta has just
had his latest book published
by Chicago's Bonus Books, Inc.
Its called Signposts & Settlers:
The History of ttie Place Names
in the Middle Atlantic States
and it describes the stories
behind all of the colorful names




Dr. James T. Richard, a
professor of psychology at
Bucks County (Pa.) Community
College for the past 25 years,





Paul F. Betz was elected
president of the Faculty Senate
at Georgetown University, in
Washington. D.C. Joseph S.
McAuliffe was elected vice




Frank Bilovsky, who is now
business columnist at the
Rochester {N.Y.) Democrat and
Chronicle, has been named
1993 recipient of the ECAC-
SIDA Award for outstanding
coverage of Eastern
intercollegiate athletics. He is a
former sportswriter at the
Philadelphia Bulletin and a
frequent contributor to LA
SALLE magazine. John J.
Neuschel was certified as





F.S.C., has been appointed
principal of Archbishop Carroll
High School, in Radnor. Pa.
•69 Klenk
Dr. Kenneth F. Klenk was
promoted to vice president of
Hughes STX Corporation, a
high technology and scientific
applications company in
Lanham. Md. Joseph P.
Leska was appointed senior
credit officer at Fidelity Bank, in
Philadelphia. Frank V.
Possinger was named vice
president of risk and benefits
management at Pettibone
Corporation, in Lisle, III.
•71
Brother Francis B. Danielski,
F.S.C., IS leaving La Salle
University's Annual Fund office
to become vice president,
student affairs at La Salle
College High School. Dennis
P. Green, Esq.. was promoted
to a vice president of PNC
National Bank of New Jersey.
72
Dr. Joseph V. Brogan,
assistant professor of political
science at La Salle, was
awarded a Lindback Founda-
tion award for distinguished
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Walter E. Williams (center), a nationally prominent
economics columnist, commentator, and professor,
receives a commemorative gift after delivering the
annual Courtney Lecture on "The Role of Government
in a Free Societ)'" on April 16. The lecaire series is
named in honor of Dr. Robert J. Courtney, 41 (left), a
long-time political science professor at the university.
Kenneth L. Hill, chaimian of La Salle's Political Science
ncpailnicnt. is aNo pictuicd.
Bill Raftery to be "Roasted"
at TruiTip Taj Mahal Hotel
Bill Rafteiy, Class of '63. will be the target of a roast on
September 24 at the Tamip Taj Mahal Hotel Casino in
Atlantic City, when he will also be honored with the
"La Salle University Athletics Distinguished Alumni
Award."
Former Notre Dame coach "Digger" Phelps and ex-
Philadelphia 76ers' star and coach Billy Cunningham
head the star-studded list of roasters. Raftery was
head coach at Seton Hall University- before turning to
broadcasting, and is now a nationally-famous com-
mentator on college basketball for both CBS and
ESPN.
Prices for the roast:
• S250 per couple (includes room at The Taj, open
bar. dinner, roast and dancing)
• SISO per single, includes all the above
• SKX) includes all the abo\e except a room.
For fiinher infomiation: (215) 951-1605. Checks
should be made out to: "La Salle LIniversit}'" and
mailed to: RAFTERY ROAST, do Department of
Athletics. La Salle I'niversirs'. Box 805. Philadelphia.
PA b)l 11-1190
teaching at the university for
1992-93.
Brogan
John W. Lund, Jr. was
appointed senior vice president/
chief operating officer of the
YMCA of Metropolitan Chicago.
Brother John J. McDonnell,
F.S.C., was appointed presi-
dent of Philadelphia's West
Catholic High School.
BIRTH: to Elizabeth
Washofsky Mann and her
husband, Peter, a son, Peter
John Charles.
'73
Margaret Dalley is senior
human resources consultant at
Advanta Mortgage, in Horsham,
Pa.
Pagliaro
James D. Pagliaro, a partner
in the Philadelphia law firm of
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, co-
authored the chapter, "Toxic
Torts" in the six-volume guide
titled Environmental Law
Practice Guide, published by
Matthew Bender & Co.
'74
Alexander D. Bono, a partner
in the Philadelphia law firm of
Blank, Rome, Comisky &
McAuley, addressed the
Philadelphia chapter of the
International Institute of
Financial Planning. His topic
was "How to Limit Your
Malpractice Exposure as a
Financial Advisor." James P.
Kennedy is a telephone
service representative at the
Department of Health and
Human Services. John
McCleary, Ph.D., was
promoted to full professor of
mathematics at Vassar College.
McCleary's book titled. Geom-
etry From a DIfferentlable
Viewpoint , was published by
Cambridge University Press.
Jon F. Tucker, R.N., is a unit
manager at Lafayette Retire-
ment Community.
BIRTH: to John McCleary and
his wife, Carlle, a son, Anthony
James Graves-McCleary.
75 Witcoskie
Rev. Stanley L. Witcoskie was
ordained priest by Bishop
James T. McHugh for the
Diocese of Camden. He has
been assigned to St. Anne's




F.S.C., was appointed principal
of Seton- La Salle High School,
in Pittsburgh, Pa.
'78
Michael A. Franchetti, M.D.,
had an article titled "Civil War
Trauma Surgery" published in
the Journal of the Southern
Medical Association.
BIRTH: to Walter Dearolf and
his wife, Susan, '78, their




Joseph S. Novak earned the
certified insurance counselor
designation. Rose Lee
Pauline was promoted to






JLm.().scmai"\- Baiix'ia \i\iclly rcnx-m-
bers the night early in 1988 when she
first moved into her house in a
pohlciciou, or shantytown, on the
outskirts of Santiago, Chile. The young
La Salle graduate (BA '83 religion. MA
86 pastoral niinistiy) had just joineLJ
the MaiA'knoll Soeiet\- as an associate
la\ niissioner.
"There was a protest in the streets and
suddenly the bullets and tear gas just
started flying," recalls Barbera, who is
now an associate director of the
Campus Ministry' Center at La Salle.
'Tlie I'jolice were shooting and a tear
gas canister landed right in our yard."
Rosemaiy had good reason to be
afraid. She participated in an organiza-
tion called Sehastioii Acchcdo, a
movement whose members would go
into the .streets and protest against the
continued u.se of torture by the Chilean
police and the militan-.
When Barbera arrixed in Chile, a
militaiy dictatorship ailed the crxintiy.
Gangs and daig addicts roamed the
streets infomiing officials about politi-
cal opponents. Police wf)uld allow
Rosenuuy Barbera (seco)idfroin tight) with friouis al
otic ofthe teti "Cottittioti Pot" kitchetis she helped to riiti
it! the Shantytoivti sectiotis ofSantiago. Unlike the "Soup
Kitchens" in the U.S. that are staffed by volutiteers, the
"Cotninoti Pots" in Chile are rnti by the residetits. thciti-
•syVres'. tcho setTC ttieals to their lessfoilnnate ticighhors.
them to deal in marijuana and steal in
return for tips about political and
liLiman rights meetings being held in
the neighborhood. "The people had
suffered a lot, not because they were
|->oor but because to be poor was a
crime," she recalled. "In a dictatorship,
to be poor was suspect and that vvas a
crime." Human rights were abused
consistently.
"We were violently repressed just
about every time that we went out,"
says Barbera, who saw her housemate
arrested twice. "Although I lived in a
poor section that many people consid-
ered violent, my fear wasn't from the
gangs because the gangs prett\' much
respected me. They knew who I was.
They would joke with me and stuff.
But my fear was more on the part of
the police."
AlthoLigh she was working with
]:)olitical pri.soners. human rights
groups, and a (Christian ba.se commu-
nity, it took a while for Ro.semary to
gain people's trust. "When I first got
there a number of people would not
talk to me because they still ha\e a K >t
of hard feelinys and resentment
towards the USA because of CIA
involvement in the militaiy coup," she
explained. "They said that one t)r two
Peace Corps volunteers had been
acting as fronts for the CIA. There was
some hesitancy, even with people
doing volunteer work. You really
needed to (.lemonstrate what yoti were
about."
Although it costs about ,S12(-> a month
ju.st to feed a family of four—not
including clothing and housing, most
wage earners living near Rosemary-
made only about $100. The housing
situation, according to Barbera, was
horrible. "In a space about the size of
a typical classroom in Olney Hall, you
would have three or four families
di\ided into little sections," she
explained.
Most peojile in a pol:>Uicioti li\e
w ilhout a refrigerator or hot water. No
one had heat and Chilean winters are
as cold as Philadelphia's. Education is
not a priority. Textbooks are outdated.
The typical child advances no farther
than eighth grade. Health care is
almost non-existent. In Rosemaiy's
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neighborhood of 90.000 people, for
example, there wa,s one physician for
adults and t\vo for children.
Barbera chose to work with Maryknoll
because of their commitment to working
for justice and not charity. "Tliis contin-
ues to be an important distinction for
me," she says. "I believe that without
ju.stice we are only helping to su.stain the
cycle of \'iolence that is po\eit\'."
Rosemaiy decided to come home in
1991 in order to give her husband.
Ecluardo Villegas, a native of Chile, a
chance to be educated in the United
States. He worked as a community
organizer and human rights worker
there and is now majoring in social work
at La Salle. They both hope to reaim to
Chile within the next five years where
Kcluarclo plans to work specifically with
young people and Rcxsemary. with
women.
'Whether we are here or there, our
commitment will certainly be with poor
people," says Barbera. "I've worked in
human rights. And I saw the effects of
torture on people. But I also saw the
effects of poverty and the violence of
poverty on people."
Many other graduates of the university
have devoted their lives to causes of
world peace and social justice. They
include tu-o members of the Class of '91,
Fegg\' Brim and John Spinale.
Brim joined the \'incentian Service Coqxs
and was assigned to St. Brigid School, a
po\-erry-riciden grammar school in New
'^'ork Cit\'. Although she felt over-
whelmed at first working in the inner
cit}', Peggy quickly adjusted to her new-
environment and wc^rked diligently to
keep the school from being closed by
the Aichdiocese. Her daily experiences
in the classroom convinced her that the
school was extremely valuable to the
children and the neighborhood it served.
"I belie\e that it was dunng this time
that 1 taiK' became a member of the
community," recalls Brim. "In a sense,
my life had begim to be intimately
connected with my students and their
families. St. Brigid was my school as
well."
Peggy, ^ho majt:)red in psychology' and
religion at La Salle, was offered a paid
staff position at St. Brigid but decided
instead to remain with the Vincentian
Seivice Corps where she continues to
li\'e simply in community while serving
uith the poor.
Spinale, also opting for full-time com-
munity service work, joined the
LaSallian 'Volunteer Movement after
graduation and was assigned to Rongai,
Kenya, East Africa. During his language
training, John recalls being "staick
immediately by the vast differences in
the basic lifestyle and quality of life
between what had been my reality in
the states and what was the reality of
the average person in a pre-developed
ccuintry."
After reflecting on the differences in
lifestyles and deciding that he did not
want "to live in such a contrast," Spinale
moved out to Rongai in the country'side
where he taught at a Christian Brothers
school. John was impressed with the
eagerness of the students to learn. He
vias deeply touched by the way of life
of his students and their neighbors.
"Kenya was quite a wonderful, graced
place to be, " recalls Spinale, who
recently returned to the U.S. and now
teaches religion at a high school in
Harlem. "It was filled with learning
experiences, trials, and much growth.
"
"This is clearly the LaSallian tradition,"
says Rosemary Barbera. "As our Mission
Skitei)ie>!t Siiys. ~the university strives to
establish an atmosphere in which
community members may openly bear
witness to their convictions on world
peace and social justice.' The challenge
to live this mission is confronted daily in
many ways by our students and ^^
alumni all around the world." ^|
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assistant vice president for
business affairs and affirmative
action officer at La Salle Univer-
sity. She had been director of






(Channel 29), received an Emmy
award from the Philadelphia
chapter of the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences
as well as the Jules Bergman
Award for Excellence in Broad-
casting. His book. Doctor. I Have
a Question, was published in
June.
Marion M. Slawiatynsky is a
senior electronic engineer at
Innovative Medical Systems of
Ivyland, Pa. Slawiatynsky, who
specializes in electronic and
optical hardware and systems
software design of clinical/
medical instrumentation, was
included in the 1992 edition of
Who's Who in Science and
Engineering.
'81
Stan Williams, an All-State New
Jersey high school basketball
star in the mid-1970s and later a
standout for the Explorers, was
inducted in the Gloucester




coordinator for part-time students
at Manor Junior College, was one
of 12 Pennsylvania recipients of
the Distinguished Alumni Award
of Equal Opportunity Programs.
She was honored for her work in
education. Joanne Swift
Hummel, M.D., was certified by
the American Board of Obstetrics
and Gynecology. She is in
private practice in Marlton, N.J.




as a Member of the
Christian Brothers
John L. McCloskey. ^8 (riglit).
who retired last year after ^S
years of ser\ice to the uni\ er-
siry. was affiliated as a member
of the Christian Brothers in
ceremonies at St. Joseph's
Chapel on campus on May 26.
Here he holds the diploma of
affiliation, conferred on "gener-
ous men and ^omen who
have contributed their time and
talents to the Brothers and their
^ork." with his sponsor.
Brother .Andrew Bartley. F.S.C..
La Salle's director of public
affairs. .McCloskey served the
Lmi\ersit\' in a \ariety of
positions including \ice presi-
dent of public affairs, assistant
\ice president of de\'elopment.
a.ssistant to the president, and
.several other administrati\ e
positions.
Veterans ofWorld War n
Needed for News Features
l.a Salle s wcekK' newspaper. Ihv
Colle^icin. is preparing a .series ot
news articles on World War II
and would like to inter\'iew mem-
bers of the alumni who .served in
the militar\' during that era.
If you would like to discu.ss your
experiences in the w ar, please
call Tliomas A. Leonard, a staff
writer at the newspaper, at (215)
951-1398. or write to him c/o Tlx-
Collefikui. 1900 W. Olne\- Ave..
Philadelphia. PA 19141.
'
BIRTH: to Joanne Swift
Hummel, M.D., and her
husband, Mark J. Hummel,
M.D., their first child, a
daughter, Katherine Emig.
83
Christopher Ferry received a
doctorate from the State
University of New York at
Albany, He is an assistant
professor of English at Clarion
University, Anne Galasso
Templeton received a master
of education degree from
Beaver College,
'84
James J. Black received a
doctorate in clinical psychol-
ogy from the University of
Delaware.
Owens
Dennis Owens was ap-
pointed sports anchor at
WHTM-TV Channel 27, the
ABC outlet in Harrisburg, Pa,
He had been a sportscaster at
KGET-TV, in Bakersfleld,
Calif,
MARRIAGE: Dr. Lana M.
Grzybickl to Anthony F.
Angeli.
BIRTH: to James J. Black,
Ph.D., and his wife, Kathleen




D.O., received the award for
best presentation from Marion
Merrel Dow Inc. for a study he
presented to the scientific
assembly of the American
College of Emergency
Physicians, He is a staff
physlcan and research
director, at the Department of
Emergency Ivledlclne. Darnall
Army Hospital, Fort Hood.
Texas. Dr. Coppola also was
appointed assistant professor
of Internal medicine at Texas
L)r, Daniel Pantalco (left), the uni\'ersit\'s proxost. a
Dr. John F. Reardon. '59 (right), chainnan of the Ac-
coimting Depaitment. presented the 1993 Michael A.
DeAngelis A^^ards for distinguished service to the
accounting profession at the 2^th annual awards dinner
on April 16. The recipients were (from left): .Michael J.
.\lc.\leer. '79. partner, Arthur Andersen & Company:
Peter A. Horty, "(>4, and James A. Horrs". '62. partners,
Horr\- & Horty. of "Wilmington. Del., and Elizabeth
Harper Briglia. '80. CPA. an independent consultant for
nonprofit organizations
A & M University College of
Medicine.
Mshomba
Richard E. Mshomba, Ph.D.,
an assistant professor of
economics at La Salle
University, has been awarded
a Pew Faculty Fellowship in
International Affairs, Dr.
Mshomba was among 24
scholars from throughout
North America selected as a
Fellow.
•86
William G. Dotzman, D.P.M.,
was accepted with advanced
standing to the University of
New England College of
Osteopathic Medicine. He Is
on staff at North Philadelphia
Health System in the Depart-
ment of f^odiatrlc Medicine
and Surgery, Linda Geraci,
M.D., is finishing an Internal
medicine residency at the
University of Minnesota,
Maureen A. Kovatch Is the
human resources coordinator
for Elastomerlc Technologies
Inc. in Hatboro, Pa,
'87
Michael B. Loughery has
joined the Blood Bank of
Delaware, In Newark, as Its
advertising/communications
coordinator, Kateryna
Rudnytzky received the Earl
Hartsell Award for Teaching
Excellence and completed her
Ph,D. orals at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
Her doctoral dissertation topic
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Tlie newly-erected tree l)ein_h piircha.seel as a gilt to the
university by the Class of 1993 was unveiled at the
Facult^'-Graduate Reception on May 16. Pictured (from
left): Brother Edward Sheehy, Michael Bergin, Jeannette
Moulis, Stacy McKee, Brother President Joseph Burke,
Fd Zabokow, the gift chairperson; Albeit Finarelli,
Aiinee Tagert. and Brother Gabriel Fayan.
"The Image of Pontius Pilate
in Medieval Literature."
MARRIAGE: Kathleen A.
Kaercher to Roger W.
Yerger, Jr.
BIRTHS: to Diana Herrmann-
Marozas, M.D.. and her
husband. John, their second
child, a son. Brendan Timo-
thy: to Christine Desiderati
Shunk and her husband.
Joseph, '88, their second
child, a daughter, Natalie
Christine.
'88
JudI Walsh Loughlin was
promoted to national copy-
reader at Dow Jones Capital
Markets Report, in Jersey
City, N.J.
'89
Anthony Moffa is pursuing a
master of science degree in
engineering psychology at
Florida Tech. He is a pre-
professional intern at Harris
Corporation, electronic
systems sector, in Palm Bay,
Fla Robert R. Plefka is
workino for IMS America Ltd,.
in Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Kevin B. Rech received a
dental degree from Temple
University School of Dentistry.
Sue Thoma is a producer for
"Catholic Magazine." a weekly
television program that airs on
WPHL-TV. Channel 17 in
Philadelphia. Frank A. Troso,
Jr., is the confidential aide to
Camden County (N.J.) Free-
holder Scott Goldberg.
'90
Christine Klaster was gradu-
ated from Widener University
Law School, cum laude.
MARRIAGE: Michael G.




Mary Beth Gallagher received
a master of business adminis-
tration degree from St.
Josephs University.
'85
BIRTH: to Mary C. Annas, a
son, Patrick Michael.
'91
Corey I. Jones was ap-
pointed vice president of
support sen/ices at Philadel-
phia Geriatric Center,
92
Sandra Garby accepted the
position of business manager
for capacitor materials for




Dante Caruso, Jr., was
appointed president and chief
executive officer of Delaware






Rosemary L. Mazzarella is
employed in the purchasing
department at Children's
Seashore House. Philadelphia.
She is a volunteer with the
Center for Literacy and recently
celebrated one year of service
with the Child Abuse Prevention





Rose Lee Pauline was pro-
moted to assistant vice presi-
dent for business affairs and
affirmative action officer at La
Salle University. She had been
director of personnel at the
university for the past six years.
'moving?
~^
If your mailing address will change in the next 2 - 3
months, or if the issue is addressed to your son or daugh-
ter who no longer maintains a permanent address at your
home, please help us keep our mailing addresses up-to-
date by:
1 PRINT your full name, class year and new address on
the form opposite, and
2 Attach the label from the back cover of this issue and






City State Zip Code
LPhone Number (include area code) .J
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Former Explorer basketball standoLits Jim
Crawford, 73, and Jill Crandley, '86, were
inducted into the Big Five Hall of Fame
during ceremonies at the Spectaim on Feb. 6.
Crawford scored a total of 1,213 career points
and led La Salle in scoring and assists during
his junior and senior years.
Crandley, a three-time district
Academic All America selection, scored
1,451 points during her four year career
and still holds the all-time Explorer






Alumni Director Jim McDonald (right) and his
\\ ife, Bonnie, were honored by their cla.ss-
mates with a sketch of College Hall and the
Philadelphia Bowl during Homecoming
Weekend. Making the presentations are Class
of 58 co-chairs Joe Gindhart (left) and Charlie
Lamb.
Season Tickets Now Available for
1993-94 Men's Basketball Team
It won't be long before the La Salle men's
basketball team takes to the floor for
another exciting season of Explorer hoops.
Tvkelve exciting home games highlight the
1993-94 schedule.
NCAA Tournament participants Temple.
Kansas State, Xavier, and Evansville, NIT
t ( )ntender St. Joseph's, along with the
always tough Princeton Tigers, traditional
ri\al Notre Dame, and the remainder of
the competitive MCC make up the 10
game Civic Center Slate. In addition, t^vo
Spectrum dates with Big Five rivals
Pennsylvania (another NCAA entrant) and
\illano\a round out La Salle's most
challenging home schedule in years.
Sea.son ticket packages are now available.
For more information, call the La Salle
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